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Napoleon Grey marble from the
Phenix Quarry has a beautiful, very distinctive grain that reveals the history
of the stone and how it was formed.
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The Rebirth of a Stone
Industry Legend –
Phenix Marble Company

IF

you’re not familiar with
the name Conco Quarries
Incorporated, it may be because
you’re not from the Midwest.
Here’s a wee bit of context before
we get to the meat and potatoes of
this story.

Can Synchronous Flow Increase Your Profits?
Ed Hill Helps Countertop Fabricators Synchronize Their Business System

C

ustom countertop manufacturers are much like
companies in any industry. They struggle to meet a fluctuating market demand and they
deal with constant pressures on
price, quality and lead times. But,
a major difference in countertop
manufacturers compared to traditional manufacturing is that
every item is unique. This is truly
a custom industry because every
product made has special characteristics in color, texture, shape
and features that apply only to a
specific order.
This industry is also distinctive
because it is commonly owner-operated. Many successful
countertop fabricators started in
someone’s garage and grew to
a full-sized establishment with
all the complexities of managing a real business. The concepts that worked when it was a

Ed Hill
Synchronous Solutions

small business (hard work and
“do whatever it takes”) will not
be enough when the owner transitions to a Manager who must
organize the efforts of others.
The “homegrown” approaches to
business management, which may
have worked well in the past, may
not suffice in modern times with
increased technology and a wide
variety of products needed to remain competitive.
Moreover, business owners
must ultimately transition to becoming entrepreneurs who work
on the business rather than acting as an internal manager who
works actively in the business.
Owners need a system by which
business managers can operate
the company to the standards of
the owner, but without the need

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

for daily involvement. Thus, the
owner can concentrate on larger
issues such as market growth,
equipment technology and longterm planning.
A proven, scientific approach to business Process Flow
Management is needed. Actually,
there are many such management
systems available in the market
today. Virtually all of the popular systems (Lean Manufacturing,
Demand Flow Technology, Six
Sigma) are particularly applicable to mass production processes
like the auto industry. When thousands of copies of each product
are needed, those systems have
a place. But for a custom product
manufacturer, a flow control system is needed that is specifically
designed to recognize the special
needs of a custom process.

Conco Quarries Incorporated
(referred to as Conco from here
on) is a family-owned American
company that’s had its roots in
crushed stone and ready-mix
concrete for 70 years. A progressive company, Conco is the
‘Aggregates ‘R’ Us’ of Southwest
Missouri with quarries and readymix concrete plants throughout
the region.
Now to the meat and potatoes —
the rebirth of the Phenix Marble
Company — Conco’s latest venture, explains executive vice
president David Karr, “Conco is
now the parent of the new Phenix
Marble Company. We are always looking for opportunities,
and acquiring it just seemed like
a chance to create a higher value
added product line within our
operation.”

Peter J. Marcucci
Photos Courtesy
Phenix Marble

Karr has been with the company for 27 years, but both he
and Conco are newbies to block
quarrying for dimensional and
fabrication use. “I have a lot
of background in quarrying,”
continued Karr, “but it’s all in
crushed stone. Fortunately, we
have a dedicated group of people
that know what they’re doing in
terms of mining engineering and
how to operate and maintain big
equipment.”

Waking a Sleeping Giant
Located in Springfield,
Missouri, the Phenix story begins in 1884, when a vein of
marble and limestone was discovered while constructing the
Kansas City-Clinton-Springfield
Railroad. The stone was first used
for railroad bedding, riprap and
bridges, eventually finding its
place in building the expanding
American west.
Please turn to page 2

Phenix Quarry stoneyard and processing factory, circa 1924 photo.

Please turn to page 14
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Phenix
Marble Co.
Continued from page 1

For the next 40 years, Phenix
stone would supply the facades
and foundations for many structures all across the United States.
Two notable projects are the
Palace of the Legion of Honor, in
San Francisco, California, and the
Missouri State Capitol building,
in Jefferson City, Missouri. This
beautiful stone structure, the third
of five Missouri capitol buildings
(and still used), was constructed
in 1917 using Phenix Napoleon
Gray.
Years later during the Great
Depression, the giant that had
helped build a nation was put
back to sleep, and the machines
once used to quarry were melted
and repurposed into ships, planes
and tanks for the World War
II war effort. By the end of the
Great War, the company town of
Phenix had turned into a ghost
town. (See page 12 for a more
detailed look at Phenix Marble
Company history.)

The Rebirth of Phenix
Fast forward to the spring of
2015, when Conco re-registered
the Phenix Marble Company and
became the principal owner. This
acquisition breathed new life into
the quarry and the Phenix Marble
Company, explained Karr. “Our
involvement with the Phenix
quarry, a historic quarry, came
about over the course of the last

Marble Work in Rotunda of Missouri State Capital at Jefferson City
This archive photo shows the state stairwell and the east rotunda
wall. The detailed carving seen elsewhere can be seen over the
doorway. The work is entirely done in Napoleon Grey marble.

few years. It’s about fifteen miles
from our crushed stone quarry,
and we’ve always been intrigued
by what it was at one time. That
said, we knew when we got involved there would be a learning
curve for us, because dimensional
and slab production is different
than what we were used to. So it’s
been a stretch in terms of how to
mine the reserves.”

Getting Up and Running
“Getting going was a leap of
faith that the demand would increase and the stone had its place
within the industry,” continues
Karr. “It was at this point that reactivating from a complying point
such as operating permits, reclamation and all the stuff that you
do to bring the quarry back to life
from a safety and environmental perspective, had to be taken

care of first. We did put a sizable
amount of capital into it, and it
did take the better part of a year
to study and source the equipment
we wanted to use. Once the machinery was in place, the Phenix
quarry started producing new
blocks for the first time in almost
a century.

Slab of fleuri cut Napoleon Grey, just off the GMM Polisher.

“The ledges that were there
were really very convenient and
immediately available to us, because when the quarry stopped
production, it didn’t do so because they ran out of material.
It was because the market for
Phenix material had shifted. So
we simply picked up on a 12-foot
wide ledge, right where they had
left off. The reserves are extensive, and we basically continued

open pit mining the third and
fourth ledges right where they left
off.”
Conco has always been a very
healthy company with ample investment and growth capital, said
Karr. “We’re patient and we are
long-term players with the ability
to invest and to grow over time
as the demand dictates. We think
that’s a plus. This is not just another quarry that is popping out
of the ground. It’s tied to an organization that has a long-term
perspective and the ability to
implement.”
As fabrication was not Conco’s
forte, help was needed. Luckily,
local fabricator Freddie Flores
had been cutting and fabricating
remnant Phenix blocks since the
mid 1990s, and Conco joined with
him to restore production.
Please turn to page 12 for a
short history of Phenix marble.
Article continues on page 26.

Examples of Phenix Split-Face veneer on a private residence.
This project used Napoleon Grey cut in an ashlar pattern, with
solid, saw cut sill pieces.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products
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No Water Required!
Achieve a perfect polish

on the job site!
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Most polishing systems have six, seven, or

eight steps. That’s a lot of steps… and a lot of
labor. Viper along with Braxton-Bragg has
announced a breakthrough technology: the
Viper 3-Step System.
®

®

Easy-to-Use

This easy-to-use system comes in either a wet
pad or a dry pad option. The Viper system
cuts polishing time by 50% while achieving
the superior polish that Viper is known for.
When we asked the manufacturer how this
was possible, we were told that this was a secret
process developed in Asia.
®

®

One-of-a-Kind

Basically, the one-of-a-kind pad design allows
the fabricator to “skip steps.” Now, normally,
skipping steps results in scratches too deep to

be polished out. However, Viper has introduced new technology that overcomes this
limitation.
®

Better Design=Better Product

The changes required to achieve a 3-step
process include:
• These pads are made with the highest quality diamonds. The diamonds have multiple
angles and a “polycrystalized” internal shape.
The diamonds are easily broken during polishing to continuously expose new angles.
• Diamond concentration is 60% of the pad
weight. This is the highest diamond concentration possible with current technology.
• Bond strength has been increased to hold
the higher diamond concentration to insure
that the diamonds are fully used in the polishing process.

Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

17867

Viper 3-Step Granite Wet/Dry Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 1

$38.95

$25.95

17868

Viper ® 3-Step Granite Wet/Dry Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 2

$38.95

$25.95

17869

Viper ® 3-Step Granite Wet/Dry Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 3

$38.95

$25.95

®

www.braxton-bragg.com

Industry Leading Guarantee

Go ahead and give the Viper Professional
3-Step System a try today and rest assured
you’ll be backed by our industry leading “Better! Faster! Cheaper!” guarantee.
Call 1-800-575-4401 today to order your
Viper 3-Step System.
®

®

Go to www.braxton-bragg.com/viper3step

This ORIGINAL 3-Step
Dry System is still the
ONLY one that works!
“The Viper 3-Step Pads are the
best I’ve used...Saves us 60% of
polishing time and lasts twice as
long as the previous pads.”
– Tim Zeng,
Granite Installation Specialists

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper 3-Step Polishing Pads
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Vitória Stone Fair in Brazil
Rescheduled for June 2017

INTRODUCING THE

Stone University
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An online education tool
for stone industry professionals.



Initial Courses Include:

Safe Slab Handling Modules • Installation Safety Modules
OSHA Compliance • CNC Operation • Toolbox Talks
All safety materials have been made available free of charge courtesy of the
Natural Stone University sponsors and the MIA+BSI Safety Committee.

T

he largest annual stone
event in the Southern
hemisphere is back on the
calendar.

Visit www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/university to get started.

Bullet Proof ® Apron

DELUXE
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$8
Available from

800-575-4401

•

www.braxton-bragg.com

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Bulletproof Apron and Stone Sleeves

Vitória Stone Fair/
Marmo+mac Latin America
will now take place on June
6-9, 2017, following a cancellation in February due to
civic unrest in the host city.
Milanez & Milaneze,
the event’s producers, announced the rescheduling in
Mid-March.
“Brazil is important in the
worldwide scenario of natural stones and continues to
be a reference point for foreign purchases,” said CEO
Cecília Milanez Milaneze.
“We have already started
different international actions to bring buyers and
expositors from the strategic
markets to the Vitória Stone
Fair 2017, which will take
place in June.”
Event representatives
have already taken action
by widely promoting the
Vitória show at the Xiamen
Stone Fair in China.
As an explanation for the
cancellation in February,
labor troubles involving regional police led to a lack
of street patrolling and a
wave of violent crime in the
Vitória region. The temporary closure of public facilities and many businesses
prompted event organizers
to cancel the original dates

for the safety of attendees
and exhibitors.
“We think that temporary
difficulties act as a stimulus
because at the same time
they bring opportunities as
well,” said Tales Machado,
president of Espirito
Santo’s stone association,
Sindirochas. “The Espirito
Santo State stone industry
is formed by businessmen
with strong entrepreneur
capacity, which for many
years has made the State
of Espirito Santo the biggest producer, trader and
exporter of stones in Brazil.
“We are optimistic that
the new event date will go
beyond our expectations of
a great event.”
Espirito Santo is the main
state producer of ornamental stones in Brazil. Stone is
responsible for more than
80 percent of the exports
and 10 percent of GDP of
the Espirito Santo state.
Data from Ornamental
Stones Industry from the
Brazilian Association
(Abirochas) shows that

Brazil exported natural
stones to 120 countries last
year, with the United States,
China and Italy as the main
buyers. Shipments to these
countries add up to 80.6
percent of Brazilian sales
of this sector with Espirito
Santo again in the spotlight,
reaching 1.8-million metric
tons and $921.4 million in
exports.
The date change is also
fortuitous because of a
conflict with other events.
For several years, stone
producers had been complaining about the event’s
proximity to Carnival and
to the stone fairs in Xiamen
and Izmir, as well as to the
Revestir Show for design
and interior architecture
held annually in São Paulo,
Brazil. Some exhibitors
saw February as disadvantageous for Brazilian stone
sellers: they said that at
that time of the year buyers’ stocks still were full as
November used to be the
preferred month for foreign
importers’ stone shopping
tours to the country.
“Vitória Stone Fair is
one of the most important fairs of the sector in
the world and the only one
in Latin America, gathering businessmen, suppliers, local and international
buyers in one place,” said
José Eduardo Azevedo,
Espírito Santo Development
Secretary of State. “The
fair has been already consolidated as an important
international event, and
contributes with the local
market fostering employment and incomes.
Please turn to page 16

“Our problems are man-made, therefore
they may be solved by man. And man
can be as big as he wants. No problem of
human destiny is beyond human beings.”

– John F. Kennedy

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Restroom vanity picture
captured at a tavern in
South Illinois

Install an ADA Compliant
wall-hung vanity, quickly,
inexpensively and beautifully!

The Stone Pro Countertop Support is ADA compliant
and is one of the best ways to mount and secure wall
vanities.
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It’s a natural stone countertop support that can be set
at the appropriate height for easy counter access for
someone in a wheelchair.
See the video
www.braxtonbragg.com
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“Look at a day when you are supremely
satisfied at the end. It’s not a day when you
lounge around doing nothing; It’s when you’ve
had everything to do, and you’ve done it.”
– Margaret Thatcher, British PM (1979-90)
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Pro ADA Countertop Support
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Item # Description
3743

Stone Pro, ADA Compliant Countertop Support

MSRP

OUR Price

$224.95

$99.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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And the Survey Says…

R

ecently, I took a little bit
of time off and went to a
beach town in my state.
Yes, it was the off-season, but we
were having a very warm winter,
so I decided to go. The days were
sunny and in the 70s. The nights
were cool and clear (except for
that one hail storm). Anyway,
I went horseback riding while I
was there. A small group of us
were taken on a nice leisurely ride
down the beach at sunset. The
guides were great. The weather
was perfect. My horse and I got
along fine. The low tide waves
were breaking on my horse’s
pasterns as the sun sank lower
into the horizon. Bliss. Harmony.
Tranquility.
When the ride was over, I petted my horse on the neck and
thanked him for a nice time. I told

Sharon Koehler
Artistic Stone Design
the guides how nice they were,
thanked them for a very nice experience, and waved goodbye.
What they didn’t know was that
I had a secret.
I had made my reservations
online the day before. They had
called me after I made the reservations and discussed my desired
experience with me. They told
me about the paperwork they
were going to send me and that
I needed to fill out and bring to
the beach paddock when I arrived.
They also let me know that I
needed to arrive 30 minutes prior
to the ride. They gave me the address that was listed on their website. It was all very thorough and
complete. What could go wrong?

“Everybody wants to save the Earth; nobody wants
to help Mom do the dishes.” — P.J. O’Rourke
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

I arrived at the beach block address they had given me at the
appointed time and there was
NO ONE there! No guides, no
horses, no paddock, no nothing. I
grabbed my cell phone and called
the office and was told that the
meeting place had changed overnight and they were seven blocks
down the boardwalk. Now, that
doesn’t sound like a lot, but folks,
as a 62-year-old, gray-haired
grandmother with several joint
replacements, seven blocks is
monumental, and the clock was
ticking. I decided it would take
too much time to get back to my
car in the parking deck, drive
it down six or seven blocks and
find another place to park. So, I
decided to go on foot. I made it in
the nick of time.

Now I, like most humans, don’t
like confrontations, so I didn’t say
anything on the beach. It wasn’t
their fault. They did what they
were told. I intended to call the
office the next day and settle it
with them.
But lo, and behold! The next
morning I had a performance
survey in my inbox. The guides
and horses got high marks. The
ride and experience got high
marks. The office got VERY low
marks (they actually called and
apologized).
So what’s the big deal? If the
company listened strictly to their
guides, they never would have
known there was a problem. I
didn’t want to make a scene on
the beach, so how would anyone know? Simply put — they
wouldn’t.
But, the survey took away the
possible phone confrontation I
was planning to have to have,
but wasn’t looking forward to. It
made it safe to say what was on
my mind without any fear of an
angry, awkward confrontation or
misunderstanding. Responding
to a written survey was perfect,
I could speak my piece in peace.

How many times have your
field workers, sales people or superintendents come back from a
job and said, “Yeah, everything
was great. No problems. We have
happy customers,” only to find
out later that there was a problem? Not good!
Online surveys are becoming
more and more popular. We are
noticing more and more of them
in our inboxes, from different
sources. The thing is, they can be
easy to make and rather inexpensive. After looking online for a bit
and exploring SO MANY companies online, we finally settled on
Survey Monkey. There are countless companies that offer this
service. Survey Monkey is just
one of them. We also explored
Surveyplanet, Survey Maker,
Survey Gizmo and Zoho Survey,
just to name a few.
When we started this process we
didn’t exactly know what we were
looking for, so there was a learning experience involved. After
some trial and error, we think
we hit on the right formula…
short, sweet and to the point.
Please turn to page 18
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The 2016 Pinnacle Awards

Award of Merit: Commercial Exterior

Nat’l Museum of African American History and Culture
Washington, D.C.

Makita 18 Volt LXT
Sub Compact Cordless
Combo Kit
Buy

A

fter nearly 10 years
of planning efforts,
the Smithsonian Institution
broke ground on February
22, 2012, for the National
Museum of African
American History and
Culture.

It is the only museum
dedicated to documenting
the history, life and culture of African Americans.
Located on a 5-acre site on
the National Mall, the museum’s 322,600 square foot
design is distinctive among
other structures. Its façade
consists of 3,600 customized cast-aluminum panels known as the Corona.
Approximately 37,000
square feet of Mesabi
Black® granite in various
finishes were used for numerous hardscape elements
such as paving, wall facing,

wall coping, steps, curbs,
benches, and bollards. A
majority of the stones for
the project were modeled in
3D software, which ensured
the designs met expectations. CNC technology was
critical for creating the intricately crafted cubic granite
wall encompassing the site’s
perimeter.
A combination of polish coping and Diamond®
8 facing was selected for
the museum’s north wall,
which serves as the main
entrance. The less reflective Diamond® 8 finish was
selected due to concerns
over too much reflection off
the wall at the highly traveled entrance. Bench seats
feature a polished finish,
and the curbing features
Diamond® 8.
The paving – encompassing 25,000 square feet of

MIA+BSI
Member Company
Coldspring

Cold Spring, Minnesota
Stone Supplier and Fabricator

Other Project
Team Members
The Smithsonian
Client

Gustafson Guthrie
Nichol
Landscape Architect / Designer

Clark/Smoot/Russell
Joint Venture
General Contractor

Rugo Stone, LLC
(MIA+BSI Member
Company)
Stone Installer

An EXTRA
Makita 18 Volt
Compact Lithium
Ion Battery

Get
FREE

A

$

37

9VA5LUE

Stone
Mesabi Black® Granite
––––––––
“Remarkable precision of
fabrication, finish
and installation.”
“The design is clear, poetic,
impactful and well executed
in stone.”

granite — and stair treads
feature Diamond® 10, which
is an ideal slip-resistant
finish. The museum is designed for LEED Gold certification and was opened by
President Barack Obama in
September 2016.
Please turn to page 29
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Makita Combo Kit

The Combo Kit includes two18 volt batteries, an ultra-compact
2-speed brushless driver-drill with two speed settings that weighs
only 2.8 lbs., and a variable speed brushless impact driver
with two speed settings that weighs only 2.6 lbs.

Best Products, Lowest Prices,
Better Service
Limited Supply! Hurry–Special Offer Ends May 31, 2017
Item # Description			PROMO Price

11477
		

Makita ® 18 Volt LXT Lithium Ion Sub Compact 		
$239.00
Brushless Cordless 2 Piece Combo Kit

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Stone Detective
The Case of My Hobby
Meets Stone Inspections
Frederick M. Hueston, PhD

IT

was one of those
special
spring
mornings. I could smell
honeysuckle in the air and
even some orange blossoms. I love the spring in
Florida. Life is good.
I got up this morning
to feed my fish. Yes, the
Stone Detective has interests other than stone and
tile. For example, I have
several marine aquariums, raise seahorses, ride
Harleys, and have a few
other hobbies I won’t mention. Anyway, I decided to
take a walk and head over
to my favorite greasy spoon
for a cup of joe and some
Spam and eggs.
I had just grabbed my
trenchcoat when my cell
phone rang. I flipped it

open (yes, I still
have a flip phone),
and answered it. The
voice on the other end was
foreign, possibly Indian.
For a minute, I thought I
was getting a call from tech
support for my computer
(LOL!). Anyway, the man
on the other end keep saying something about his
limestone floor and something to do with white stuff
growing. I wasn’t clear on
the details of what he was
describing, but I did manage
to tell him I was available
for an inspection and could
look. As for his address, I
was hoping it wasn’t far or
overseas, but lucky for me it
was only a few hours away.
I told him I could be there
as early as tomorrow. We
arranged a time and I was

off for my breakfast followed by a brisk walk to
work off the Spam.
I was up bright and
early the next day for
my trip down south
to look at the white
stuff, whatever that
was. It again was
a beautiful day,
so guess what the
Stone Detective rode that
morning? I put the address
into my GPS and off I went.
Of course, I took the scenic
route.
I arrived at the address
and pulled up to a huge
mansion with a large iron
security gate. There were
huge stone lions on either
side of the gate, and they
had eyes that looked like
they might be cameras. On
a closer look, I discovered
that they were surveillance
cameras. I thought, Who is
this guy?
Just as I was about to press
the intercom button, the
gates opened. I rode up the
long driveway to the large
white mansion and pulled
up to the front door. There

Big T & Little T Brackets

was a slender man standing
at the door wrapped in a
white robe that reminded me
of pictures of Gandhi. As a
matter of fact, he looked exactly like Gandhi.
He said “Hello” in a cultured British-Indian accent and started telling me
about the “white stuff” he
had observed and was concerned about. He led me
into the house and it was
like walking into a museum.
Artifacts and all kinds of
ornate pieces lined the hall
leading to the living room.
It was like walking into the
Taj Mahl. We entered the
living room, and he pointed
to the floor and said, “There
it is.”
Sure, enough there was
this white stuff on the floor.
Now, my past students and
anyone worth their salt as
an inspector should immediately recognize this
so-called white stuff as efflorescence. For those of
you who don’t know, it’s
the deposit of soluble salts
on the surface of the stone.
These salts are carried to the
surface by moisture. So, the
first thing I asked was had
the floor ever flooded. He
told me no. I took out my
moisture meter and began
taking readings throughout
the entire floor. It appeared
that only the areas where

the efflorescence was read
wet, which makes sense.
But where was the moisture
coming from? I had my suspicions, and my first thought
was that the vapor barrier
had been compromised.
I have seen this before; the
vapor barrier can be punctured during installation of
the slab, and if this is the
case, moisture will migrate
into the slab and up though
the stone. So now the question is, “How can you tell?”
Finding a nondestructive
test to determine this has
bugged me for some time.
In the past, investigating
this issue meant taking core
samples to examine the
vapor barrier, hoping to find
evidence of a puncture.
One day while feeding
my seahorses and other
saltwater fish, an idea hit
me. Keeping marine-environment fish requires testing the water from time to
time. One of the tests is for
nitrates. Nitrates are harmful to marine fish and must
be monitored. Nitrates are
also found in soil, but not in
concrete.
A little lightbulb went off
over my head – yes, just like
in a cartoon. If I tested the
efflorescence for nitrates
and I found them, there
was logically a puncture
in the vapor barrier, since

a concrete slab should not
have any nitrates. I pulled
out my test kit and tested
the white stuff. Lo and behold, it tested positive for
nitrates! So, I concluded
that the moisture was coming from a possible punctured vapor barrier. My
client’s option was to live
with it, or to tear the floor
up, place a barrier on top
of the slab and install new
stone. Another problem
solved, and as a very wise
man has said:
The difference between
what we do and what we can
do would suffice to solve
most of the world’s problems. –Mahatma Gandhi
…and I just solved the
world’s problem of vapor
barrier compromise testing!
The Stone Detective is
a fictional character created by Dr. Frederick M.
Hueston, PhD, written to
be entertaining and educational. Dr. Fred has written
over 33 books on stone and
tile installations, fabrication and restoration and
also serves as an expert for
many legal cases across
the world. Send your
email comments to him at
fhueston@stoneforensics.
com.

How to Create a Monolithic Marble Island
Little T Specs:
10” H x 8” L x 2” W, 3/8” Thick, Use
1/4” Screws, 450 Lbs. Capacity
Big T Specs:
21” H x 16” L x 2” W, 3/8” Thick, Use
1/4” Screws, 450 Lbs. Capacity
Sold individually,
not as a set
Item # Description

MSRP

OUR Price

14188

Stone Pro Little T Bracket, Structural Aluminum,
Powder-Coated, Small

$69.95

$39.95

14189

Stone Pro Big T Bracket, Structural Aluminum,
Powder-Coated, Large

$79.95

$49.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Big T & Little T Brackets

IN

New York’s Flatiron
district there is an
apartment where marble
floats, wood anchors, and
light hovers.

In the loft style home of a
tech entrepreneur every surface packs visual texture with
natural and man-made patterns in collision on cabinets,
partitions, walls and counters. And at the centerpiece
of the apartment is an optical illusion –a solid block of
American marble sliced down
to 3/8 of an inch, backed
with a composite fiber, bookmatched and reassembled into
a cube.
The result is at once both visually weighty and weightless.

Transforming ultra-thin
materials into a monolithic presence.

Recently we visited Young
Byun of Parc Office whose
team headed the design of
the renovated space to find
out why he used ultra thin 1
cm American marble in his
design, and we learned that
the thin material helped him

Steven Schrenk

achieve both monolithic and
thin sliced effects within the
same space.
Parc Office is an experience
design company whose projects span the worlds of culture, branding and technology.
Please turn to page 21

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Tough to Find New Installers?
Keep Your Current Crew Working Longer!

TM

Extending Careers Lowering Costs
ZERO DOWN

Eliminate wear and tear on your
highly skilled installers.

$189/mo
for
60 months!

Keep your most skilled installers
in the field forever!

Cash Discount
Available

Lower your hiring and training costs!
Stop sending shop guys to the job
site to help with awkward counters!

www.NoLiftSystem.com
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

n

503.212.4034

Watch videos online at

www.NoLiftSystem.com!

n

Sales@NoLiftSystem.com
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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You’ve Got To See This Video!
Patent Pending

“It is impossible to
win the great prizes
of life without running risks, and the
greatest of all prizes
are those connected
with the home.”

!
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u
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Why Pay More to Install a Sink?
Why pay more than $5 for a sink install
kit, when you could use the Hercules ®
Universal Sink Harness and complete your
install project in minutes, with no return
trip needed?

The Hercules® Universal Sink Harness from BraxtonBragg is another great innovation that can save installers
time and money.
At Last, a Simple, Fast Alternative
The Hercules® Universal Sink Harness is a simple,
ingenious alternative to expensive brackets that only
work on some installations, and a time-saving, more
professional alternative to building a scrap wood
support system to hold the sink in place while the
caulk or adhesive dries. It installs without drilling into
expensive countertops or cutting notches into your
customer’s cabinets, and without using messy epoxies
or relying on adhesives to secure sinks. One of the most
immediately recognizable benefits is that you won’t
have to make a return trip to remove bracing or juryrigged 2 x 4 supports.

Fabricator Tested in Thousands of Installs
The Hercules® Universal Sink Harness has been
fabricator- and installation-tested under demanding
conditions, and can be used to install the most popular
types of sinks, including ceramic, stainless steel, and
even cast iron undermount. It is effective on either
double bowl or single bowl steel or ceramic vanity
sinks. Just imagine–one simple, inexpensive kit can do
all of those sinks! Not only is the Hercules® Universal

Sink Harness the fastest and most economical system
available, it’s also the most versatile.

–Winston Churchill

Be the Go-To Guy to Repair Failed Installs
While the Sink Harness was being developed and
tested, we discovered another notable benefit of
the Sink Harness: it’s a great system to repair failed
undermount installations. Many fabricators are asked
to repair someone else’s poor sink installation job. The
Hercules® Universal Sink Harness will get the job
done quickly. You can become known as the guy who
contractors and home owners in your area call for help.

Bulletin
Blunders

Supports the Heaviest Sink Loads
Some clips and anchor systems rely on the countertop
to support the sink–not so with the Hercules®
Universal Sink Harness. Just like a suspension bridge,
the Hercules® Universal Sink Harness helps to
provide support and over-all strength to a countertop
installation. It actually transfers all weight to the
cabinet and doesn’t add additional stress to the weakest
and most easily damaged part of the countertop: the
sink cut out. It does its primary function admirably
well– support the sink under the heaviest of loads.
Try One and You’ll Believe It!

See the animated video!

http://www.braxton-bragg.
com/HerculesSinkHarness

Braxton-Bragg wants to prove it to everyone
who’s faced sink-installation problem, or
just wants to save money and keep their shop
profitable. Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for
the complete Universal Sink Harness video.

Item # Description
MADE IN THE USA

17310

MSRP OUR Price

Hercules® Universal Sink Harness Kit

www.braxton-bragg.com

$9.95

$4.95

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

Trial by Fire: Lawyer’s Pants Set
Ablaze During Arson Case

A

Miami defense attorney is
feeling the heat after his
pants caught fire one Wednesday
after he told jurors during arguments in an arson case that his
client’s car spontaneously combusted and wasn’t intentionally
set.
As he started speaking to the
jury, Stephen Gutierrez, 28, said

he noticed his pocket began to
feel hot.
“When I checked my pocket, I
noticed that the heat was coming
from a small e-cigarette battery I
had in my pocket,” Gutierrez told
The Associated Press via email
that Thursday afternoon. He said
he had two to three of the batteries
in his right pocket.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Hercules Sink Harness

The Miami Herald reported
Gutierrez was arguing that his
client’s car spontaneously combusted and wasn’t intentionally
set on fire.
Gutierrez said he quickly left
the courtroom and went to a
courthouse bathroom.
“I was able to toss the battery
in water after it singed my pocket
open,” he said.
Gutierrez said the incident was
not staged. “No one thinks that

a battery left in their pocket is
somehow going to ‘explode,’” he
wrote.
The lawyer ran out of the courtroom and the judge also had the
jurors taken to the jury room.
When Gutierrez returned to the
courtroom unharmed, he insisted
it wasn’t a staged defense gone
wrong. Later in the day his client, Claudy Charles, 48, was convicted of second-degree arson.
Prosecutors and the Miami-Dade

N

ever underestimate the
entertainment value of a
well-meaning church secretary armed with an old copy of
WordPerfect and a copy machine. These sentences actually
appeared in church bulletins:
––––
The Fasting and Prayer

Conference includes meals.
––––
Scouts are saving aluminum
cans, bottles and other items to
be recycled - Proceeds will be
used to cripple children.
––––
The sermon topic this morning: “Jesus Walks on the
Water.” The sermon tonight:
“Searching for Jesus.”
––––
Ladies, don’t forget the rummage sale. It’s a chance to get
rid of those things not worth
keeping around the house.
Bring your husbands.
––––
Please turn to page 12

police are investigating the incident. Investigators seized frayed
e-cigarette batteries as evidence.
Miami-Dade Circuit Judge
Michael Hanzman also could decide to hold Gutierrez in contempt
of court.
Gutierrez told reporters that he
researched e-cigarette batteries
and learned that they can be “extremely dangerous.”
Please turn to page 16

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Devil You Know…

ere on the cusp of
Memorial Day,
let us pause to
remember two old warriors who no longer walk
among us. God rest both
of their souls.
This pair may have
passed from our midst,
but their story has reached
legendary status at certain
family gatherings and
military reunions.
I’m talking about Bill
Beckler’s memories of
“Lucifer,” perhaps the
only rooster to ever fly on
three bombing missions
during World War II.
I learned about Lucifer
from my newspaper
friend Lisa Gentry, who
is Bill Beckler’s daughter. Apparently her dad
was a storyteller supreme. Months ago, Lisa
gave me a copy of one
of her father’s typed stories from the war. It’s a
scream. So fasten your
seatbelt and let’s take off
down the runway …
Beckler served as
a fighter pilot during
WWII, flying 108 combat
missions over France and
Italy. He got home safely
and enjoyed a long career
as a clerk in the Knoxville
office of the FBI. He died
May, 24, 2010, age 89.
Lucifer, alas, never
made it out of the war
zone alive.
As Beckler described

Sam Venable

Department of Irony

him, Lucifer “was a
rogue Italian who managed to escape death by
the Germans who had
executed most of his relatives. He was weak, lean
and hungry. He was slight
of build with thin facial
features and small beady
eyes that followed your
every movement. It was
his destiny to live up to
his namesake.”
Beckler found Lucifer,
then a tiny yellow chick,
in a deserted villa near
his air base in Italy. He
brought the bird back to
the tent he shared with
other Army Air Corps
pilots.
“We figured if we raised
this chicken, we could
soon expect an egg every
day,” he wrote.
The lads may have been
superb airmen, but they
weren’t poultry experts.
This became apparent the

day Lucifer began to
crow.
And crow. And crow.
And crow. And crow.
Wrote Beckler: “It became an obsession with
Lucifer and a nightmare
for the pilots who resented being awakened
at dawn on days they
didn’t have to fly.”
On three of Beckler’s
own missions, Lucifer
stayed by his master’s
side—although when
Beckler pulled out of
one bomb run, he noticed the G-forces had
mashed his bird “flat as
a pancake.”
On the ground, however, loud-mouthed
Lucifer continued making enemies. His welcome was worn out. He
simply had to go. Which
he did with a flourish.
Not to mention flour,
seasoning and hot
grease.
“I told the mess sergeant to prepare him
Southern fried,” Beckler
wrote. “At the noon
meal that day, my tent
mates and I bade Lucifer
a fond and delicious
good bye.”
Sam Venable is an
author, entertainer
and columnist for the
Knoxville (TN) News
Sentinel. He may be
reached at sam.venable
@outlook.com.

All it takes is a

Grinder and
About 5 Seconds!

Item # 7870

Item # 7875

!
NEW

Item # 54447

Item # 54449

GoClips Sink Clips are another
innovative, quick and easy way
to secure your undermount sink
to a stone countertop.
• Grinder with a blade is all you need
• No special tools needed
• Self-locking with spring clip
• Sink rims up to 3/4 inch
• Quick and easy
• Professional results every time

	 Item # Description

OUR Price

7870

GoClips Sink Clip, for sink rims up to 3/4”, 25 Per Bag

7874

GoClips Sink Clips (#7870), 500 Box

$35.95

7875

GoClips Sink Clip, for rims up to 1/8”, 50 Per Bag

$49.79

54447

HD SS Rims, Dual Use Slots,10mm Holes, 50 Per Bag

$52.79

54449

HD 1-1/4”, Dual Use Slots,10mm Holes, 20 Per Bag

$28.40

$575.00

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com
PO Box 188, Stinesville, IN 47464
Ph: 812-876-0835 Fax: 812-876-0839
bigcreekstone.com

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for GoClips Undermount Sink Clips

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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he Phenix Marble story
began in 1884, when a
major vein of marble
and limestone was discovered near the town of Phenix,
Missouri, while construction was underway for the Kansas City-ClintonSpringfield Railroad. The stone was
first used for railroad bedding,
riprap and bridges, and soon after
discovery, was distributed by the
newly formed Phenix Stone & Lime
Company, owned by Mr. C.R. Hunt,
from Kansas City, Missouri.
By 1905, twenty-one years later,
stone artisan W.J. Grant had realized the potential of the Phenix
stone. It was dense, absorbed little
water, could handle a heavy load and
best of all, could be polished. Grant
went to Kansas City to cut a partnership deal with C.R. Hunt. The
Phenix Stone & Lime Company became the Phenix Marble Company.
It was this chain of events in conjunction with the nationwide marketing power of the Tompkins-Kiel
Marble Company that eventually led
to three consecutive decades of success for the company and its stone.

S lippery R ock G azette

The Legacy of Phenix Marble Company

Continued from page 10

Phenix Quarry in Greene County, Missouri, circa 1920s. Photo panorama by B.F. Edmonson

Supplying Stone for an
Expanding American West
As America grew into the 20th
Century, the wood and brick that
had been a construction staple for
generations was steadily falling to
the wayside in favor of more lavish
and sumptuous adornments such as
stone for fancy new facades, interiors and foundations. Phenix supplied
stone for several notable, ambitious
structures including the Missouri
State Capitol building in Jefferson
City. This beautiful edifice, the third
of five Missouri capitol buildings
(still used today), was constructed
in 1917 using Phenix Napoleon
Gray marble. Other notable structures using the stone include the
New York Stock Exchange trading
room walls, the entrance of the
Palace of The Legion of Honor in
San Francisco, the Lawrence County
Courthouse, Mt. Vernon, Missouri
as well as many banks, hotels, museums, commercial buildings and train
stations throughout America.
Unfortunately, the use of Phenix
stone dwindled as the Great
Depression laid waste to ambitious
building projects. Phenix Marble
Company, which once had employed hundreds of people and produced 250,000 cubic feet of stone
every year, began to decline. The
machines that had once dug, cut

Bulletin
Blunders

Phenix Marble processing plant and cut stone yard. Note the
massive gantry crane at the far end of the yard.

and transported the stone were now
move valuable for their metal, and
were cut up, melted and recast into
weapons of war.
As World War II raged and
America continued to dig itself out
of the Great Depression, the town of
Phenix continued its decline, and was
turning into a ghost town by mid-century. Also by mid-century, 1945 to be
exact, the Vermont Marble Company,

with high hopes of bringing back the
stone to its prior status, purchased
the Phenix quarry. Quarrying and distribution did resume, but only briefly.
The war had destroyed much of
Europe’s industries, and there were
only a handful of products available
for export. As you might have guessed
by now, stone was one of them, and
as the floodgates of trade opened, relatively cheap European stone poured

Wire gang saws on the South side of the Phenix facility.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

From mule trains to steam
shovels and cranes, the
Phenix Quarry history spans
the growth of mechanization
and the spread of modern
mining methods.

into America. Domestic stone could
not compete, and the Phenix quarry,
now owned by the Carthage Marble
Company, would have to wait to regain its former stature. (Note: During
this period, the Carthage Marble
Company did minimally quarry and
sell Phenix stone as Carthage Stone,
a local and similar material quarried
to the end of accessible seams, years
prior.)
Decades later, when the Phenix
quarry was purchased by Dave
Richter, Dave began using the lower
grade material for crushed stone,
while Freddie Flores, a former fashion designer turned artist, used the
high grade Phenix stone for art and
utilitarian art fabrication. Freddie
Flores continues to work with Phenix
stone, and has partnered with the
new Phenix Marble Company owners, Conco Quarries Incorporated,
to insure that Phenix Napoleon Gray
and Phenix Fleuri continue to prosper
into the future.
For an extremely detailed history
of Phenix Marble, Phenix Quarry and
other American quarries please visit
www.quarriesandbeyond.org .

Don’t let worry kill you off
— let the Church help.
––––
Miss Charlene Mason sang
“I Will Not Pass this Way
Again,” giving obvious pleasure to the congregation.
––––
For those of you who have
children and don’t know it, we
have a nursery downstairs.
––––
Next Thursday there will be
try-outs for the choir. They
need all the help they can get.
––––
Irving Benson and Jessie
Carter were married on
October 24 in the church. So
ends a friendship that began in
their school days.
––––
A bean supper will be
held on Tuesday evening in
the church hall. Music will
follow.
––––
At the evening service tonight, the sermon topic will
be “What Is Hell?’ Come
early and listen to our choir
practice.
––––
Eight new choir robes are
currently needed due to the
addition of several new members and to the deterioration of
some older ones.
––––
Please place your donation
in the envelope along with
the deceased person you want
remembered.
––––
The church will host an
evening of fine dining, super
entertainment and gracious
hostility.
––––
Pot-luck supper Sunday
at 5:00 p.m. — prayer and
medication to follow.
––––
The ladies of the Church
have cast off clothing of every
kind. They may be seen in the
basement on Friday afternoon.
––––
Low Self-Esteem Support
Group will meet Thursday at 7
p.m. Please use the back door.
Please turn to page 36

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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“New and Trending”

A

while back there was
an article in an industry
magazine about what is
new and trending in kitchens and
baths. I was disappointed when I
got to the end because it didn’t say
anything new. It told me things
that were already happening, like
quartz is on the upswing, white
marble for the kitchen is “IN” and
outdoor kitchens were becoming
all the rage. I knew all that stuff, all
ready. I was looking for someone
to tell me something I didn’t know.
(Truthfully, I am always looking
for that!)
Anyway, I went on a little quest to
figure out or find out how to know
what is new and trending before it
becomes “NEW and TRENDING.”
Seriously, quartz companies spend
millions of dollars every year trying to come up with new colors so
they can dictate what is new and
trending. Cabinet companies do the
same thing, as well as tile and paint
companies. They want to capture
those “looks” that people will go
nuts over and “must have.” Stone
distributors and fabricators try to

HE
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Sharon Koehler
Artistic Stone Design
stock trendy new looks to go with
all those new cabinet, paint, floor
and tile colors. It’s a daunting task.
Then one day I watched something unfold. After 6 weeks of
watching what was going on, I realized what the answer is. The answer to what is new and trending is
whatever you want it or make it to
be. It’s whatever you come up with.
One day I went to my hairdresser
and noticed a teenager getting pink
highlights put in her hair. I asked
my hairdresser about it and she said
the girl was in a school play and
she was beefing up her costume
look with the pink highlights. I was
intrigued. My hair dresser told me
these highlights were available in
a full range colors. On a whim I
asked her to throw some bright blue
highlights in my hair. She did and I
loved it. So did my friends.
About a week later I went to a
customer’s house. When she came
in from the back to meet me, before
she even got her name out of her

M ay 2017 | 13
mouth, she commented on
The three hot new
my hair. She loved it. She
colors for decorating
was about my age and she
in 2017 (according
said it was nice to see “a
to Pantone and style
free soul set loose with artmavens)
istry and color, especially
advised her to get some.
at our age” (I kid you not).
She said she wanted to but
Anyway, I told her how and SHADOW
she wasn’t sure how Gary
where I did it. A week later 2217-30
(her husband) would react.
I was back at her house and
I told her that our age we
she came out from the back
should be able to do whatwith bright pink highlights
ever we wanted to, as long
in her hair. I got a kick out
as it didn’t hurt anybody
of it. She thanked me for
and we could afford it.
helping her “express herself
Three days later, Miss
in color.”
SW 6039
Audrey walked into our
In the meantime, unbe- Poised Taupe
showroom with green highknownst by me, my lifelong
lights in her hair, dragging
BFF had gone to her hairanother woman behind her.
dresser and gotten purple
The woman was her sister,
highlights in her hair. She
who had apparently doubted
told me she loved mine so
Miss Audrey’s sanity when
much she got “inspired”
PANTONE
she got the green highto do something different. 15-0343
Greenery
lights. Miss Audrey pointed
She’s a good BFF!
to my hair and asked me to
Anyway, several weeks
later I was back at the hairdresser explain this “trend” of middle age
getting my blue highlights touched women putting color in their hair.
Up until that moment I had not
up. As I was leaving I ran into Miss
Audrey, one of my recurring cus- realized it was a trend. I thought
tomers. (As it turns out, we have about that for a moment and realthe same hairdresser.) Anyway, ized that in my little corner of the
she spotted my blue highlights and world, I had started something.
just started gushing over them. I Honestly, I was a bit impressed by

Rock Jockey

that. Anyway, I talked to them for a
few minutes, and the next day Miss
Audrey let me know that her sister
had gone with purple highlights.
To date, 11 middle age women
that I know of have been inspired
directly by my blue highlights, not
to mention how many of those 11
have inspired others. Alas, mine are
fading now (it’s not permanent hair
color), and I need to go get them redone. But every time I am out and
about now and I see a middle age
woman with bright color streaks in
my straight, provincial, steeped-insouthern- roots, traditional town I
smile and think to myself, “Wow,
I did that.”
So, be the maverick. Don’t wait
for someone else to tell you what is
new and trending. Find something
and suggest it, sell it and create it
for your customer who turned out
to be a visionary. Invent a new
edge, or promote an old one and
make it new again. Try out that
new 1cm “Thin Stone” Polycor
has been promoting, or jump on
the Neolith bandwagon. New and
trending starts with you!
Please send your thoughts on
this article to Sharon Koehler at
Sharon@asdrva.rocks.

NOW Available!
Another fine tool from Stone Pro

!
NEW

Rock Jockey Can Reduce the
Number One Cause of Injuries
in the Stone Industry.

As seen at

StonExpo 2017
MADE IN THE USA

www.braxton-bragg.com

Item #

Description

11698

Stone Pro Rock Jockey, 115 Lbs.

Price
$4,500.00

• Remote operation clamp and
release reduces risk of injury
• 360° rotation by hand-held
remote
• Rechargeable battery

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the new Rock Jockey

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Can Synchronous Flow Increase Your Profits?
Continued from page 1

Throughput, expressed as $T, is the measure of
value added by the company. Fabricators “value
added” is the transformation of sheets/slabs of raw
material into custom countertops for its customers.
That “transformation” is measured as the sales price
minus the investment in materials, freight and outsourcing. The result of that calculation is $T.
A job priced at $5,000 and having $2,000 worth of
materials would have $3,0000 worth of $T. That is a
60% Throughput Ratio.
The desired mix of products and customers is
scheduled each day based accumulating the $T value
of each job to achieve the maximum profitability and
customer service. This finite schedule based on the
$T for each job becomes the “drumbeat” for the
company.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Please turn to page 15

Synchronous Buffer Zones
Six Day Lead Time from Approval through Install
Manufacturing Engine

MARKET
BUFFER FOLDER
BUFFER
Proactive
Capacity
Analysis

Unknown
Number of
jobs being
confirmed

INSTALL
TEMPLATE
BUFFER
2 to 3 days of
confirmed jobs

RED ZONE

YELLOW
ZONE
TEMPLATE

TEMPLATE
Green
ZONE

Ready by 2 pm.

24-Hour Rule
Quoted jobs
being
confirmed.
Current
volume
and hit rate
known.

“Pick and
Choose” queue
for optimum
scheduling.
All info known.
All materials
available.
Jobsite ready.

Approval, Programming,
Purchasing

Pre-Cut
1/2 Day

Cut – Quality Control

{
{

Marketing
and sales
activities.

{

Using an overall process
flow map, from marketing
and sales through installation and invoice collection,
the strategic identification
of the system’s Control
Point, planned “buffers”
of work-in-process and a
mechanism to control the
release of new jobs into
the system at the template
operation can be designed.
By synchronizing all the

As a process of accountability, the first issue to be
discussed in the agenda of
each Buffer Management
meeting is the follow-up
on all assignments of the
previous day. Assigned
persons simply report that
they have (or have not)
completed the resolution
of the identified issue. How
it was accomplished is not
reported, only that it has
been resolved. If a resolution is not complete, a new
assignment (possibly the
same person, possibly not)
is made as necessary. In this

manner, no issue can “fall
through the cracks” and
cause more serious problems for the company as it
is compounded over time.
During the meeting, the
current status of the business is reported including performance relative
to preset goals in daily
Throughput ($T) for each
product line. Current, actual lead times in manufacturing from Template
through Install and from
Cut through Install are reported for each product line.
The amount of work yet to
enter manufacturing, expressed in elements of time
and Throughput dollars, is
reported indicating the demand in the coming weeks
for each product line. At the
conclusion of these brief
reports, everyone present
knows the current business
status, updated each day of
the month, relative to the
performance goals and the
coming demand within each
product line.
Then, the status of each
Buffer Zone is reported
by the operations person
in charge of each area.

{

How it Works…
Synchronous Flow looks
upon the entire business
as one system of separate, but dependent events.
That chain of events, when
mapped from beginning to
end, shows that the capacity
of the entire chain is limited
by only one process step,
that being the weakest link
in the chain (aka the business system’s Constraint).
Anything that the business
does to increase the capacity and productivity of that
Constraint, strengthens
the entire chain and makes
the business more productive. This is the basic
concept of “The Theory
of Constraints,” which is
best described in The Goal,
by Dr. Eliyahu Goldratt.
Synchronous Flow is
rooted in this concept.

functions of the business to
a strategic Control Point,
the entire operation can coordinated, controlled and
optimized.
The Control Point is finitely scheduled each day
based on its capacity to produce Throughput ($T). All
other functions in the company from Sales through
Manufacturing, and including all the support

To manage the daily operations in a proactive (rather
than reactive) manner,
companies use another key
element of Synchronous
Flow called Buffer
Management. The idea behind Buffer Management is
recognition that there will
be problems in the normal
work day. Material issues,
customer information issues, quality issues, equipment issues, people issues,
etc. are inevitable and
the business system must
be prepared to deal with
them. Designing into the
business process a method
to manage proactively is
much better than constantly
“fighting fires” with little effort toward preventing them in the first place.
The disciplines of Buffer
Management bring those
virtues to the operations of
the business enterprise.
Buffer Management is accomplished by dividing all
business operations into sequential “zones” reflecting

{

“jumping through hoops”
once the schedule has been
interrupted.

a “time scheduling” approach for controlling the
jobs as they move through
the business system. Based
on the date of Install (or
ship, deliver, pick-up), each
job is planned for a certain
Buffer Zone location each
day. As jobs are processed,
Management can monitor
the status of each and can
identify actions required
to assure that each one can
meet its schedule. Overall,
Buffer Management brings
a system of control to the
process by optimizing the
volume of WIP within each
zone on a continuous basis.

1/2 Day

Green Zone
1-1/2 Days

Yellow Zone
Two Days

Red Zone
One Day

Install
One Day

Six Days
Approval through Install

“No tacos, no crab cakes, no BBQ! Ice Cream! Just ice cream!”

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

Control of the entire
business system is rooted
in the basic metric called
Throughput, which is the
measure of value added for
the business system. (More
on Throughput in diagram
1.) The system recognizes
that operating with less
work-in-process (WIP) inventory is easier to manage
and allows much more responsiveness in manufacturing to meet the demands
of the fluctuating market.
Finally, and perhaps most
importantly, Synchronous
Flow provides a methodology to deal with the routine
issues of the day in a proactive rather than a reactive manner. Daily Buffer
Management meetings
replace the typical production meetings with a system that identifies all the
issues that have a potential
of affecting the installation
schedule. Identifying and
dealing with the issues in
a prioritized manner before
impact is much better than

What’s Your Throughput?

{

The
concept
of
Synchronous Flow is
based on the fundamental
principle that any business
process is one system with
common characteristics
such as variability, finite
capacity and an identifiable
constraint; which, therefore,
determines the capacity of
the entire system.
By identifying the system’s constraint and scheduling it to a predetermined
dollar volume amount each
day, the business system can
be synchronized around this
identified Control Point.
By controlling the time orders consume in flowing
through defined zones in the
business system, total process lead times from template through install can be
controlled to a reliable fixed
time, usually one week.
This is accomplished by
coordinating the release of
jobs into the manufacturing
system (input) at a rate consistent with the completion
of jobs at Install (output).

functions, operate to serve
the Control Point. Every
function in the company is
“synchronized” around the
Control Point.

“When your children are
teenagers, it’s important to
have a dog so that someone in
the house is happy to see you.”
–Nora Ephron

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Continued from page 14

A “hole” is reported if a particular job is not in the position within
the process that it should be according to the Synchronous Flow
scheduling process. The zone
location of the issue in question
determines its priority for action.
A “buffer hole” in the Red Zone
will affect the Control Point in a
few hours, whereas a “hole” in
the Green Zone will not affect the
Control Point for several days.
Therefore, assignments are made
and proactive actions are planned
with these priorities in mind.
A review of the Buffer
Management Log Book, in which
a brief description of each “issue”
is recorded, will allow identification of the most chronic issues for
a managed effort to truly solve
the problem and prevent the issue
from reoccurring. The test for effectiveness is that the identified
issue does not reappear in the records of the Buffer Management
Log Book in succeeding months.
By definition, this approach will
address the issues that are occupying the valuable time of the
operations people and the management staff within the business.
As the most serious of these are
solved, the time that those issues
required each day is converted
into planning time during which
proactive management is accomplished. Inevitably, the stress
levels of the operations and management staff are reduced and a
sense of calmness and control is
introduced into the daily routine.
Users of the Synchronous Flow
Business System report that the
quality of life improves for the
people within the business system. Others report that an extraordinary period of growth was
accomplished only because the
business practiced the principles
of Synchronous Flow and used
the planning tools it provides to
grow intelligently and profitably.
We will conclude Synchronous
Flow planning with accounting
based on the $T concept, next
month in the SRG.
Ed Hill is President of
Synchronous Solutions and
is based in Charlotte, North
Carolina. He can be reached at
EdHill@SynchronousSolutions.
com and at 704-560-1536.
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Why is AKEMI Platinum the CLEAR leader?

Why is Akemi Platinum the clear leader? Akemi
Platinum provides a permanent bond that cures
faster and clearer than any other polyester adhesive.
Akemi begins with the best raw materials and
engineering, and has more than 75 years of experience
in formulating products for stone applications.
Akemi is also dedicated to providing the best in
adhesives with its top of the line Platinum Premium
Clear Polyester.

Appearance and Clarity

Appearance and clarity are a priority in making a
seam, lamination or repair invisible. Clear epoxies
and “water-clear” polyesters take hours to cure to
a polishable stage, and while transparent polyesters
may cure in less time, the amber appearance they
have must be overcome. Each option requires a
trade-off to be made; will you choose quick curing
time, or are you willing to sacrifice appearance and
clarity?

The Clear Choice

With Akemi Platinum polyesters, there is no tradeoff. The clarity of Akemi Platinum makes it easy to
match the color of the stone. The appearance of the
stone comes through more exact and clear. Akemi
Platinum “colors right,” making it easy to tint and
match stone.

Curing Time

Akemi Platinum cures in only 30 minutes.* That
means you have less down time with Akemi Platinum
before you can safely mill, profile, polish or drill.
High quality resins and ingredients insure
Akemi Platinum performs exceptionally in many
applications such as seams, laminations and repairs.
Best of all, it is ideal for working with granite, marble
or engineered stones.

Bond Strength

Bond strength is essential in laminating or making
repairs. Akemi Platinum’s strength makes it perfect
when layering or joining integrity is needed. Akemi
Platinum’s strength and quick cure time eliminates
failures in laminating and in seaming countertops.
Another way that Akemi insures a good result
in comparison to other adhesives is that Akemi
Platinum allows more forgiveness when it comes to
measuring out the mixture. So when too much or too
little hardener is added, the results can still be strong
and secure. **
**Best results will always be achieved when following
manufacturer’s instructions.

*Curing varies with temperature. Cure time is faster
at 70° or higher, and will be slower at 70° or less.

Call now to order Akemi Marmorkitt 1000 Platinum Knife Grade

Call toll-free 1-800-575-4401
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Item # Description
4623
		

Akemi Marmorkitt 1000 Platinum Knife Grade
Polyester Adhesive, Quart

MSRP

OUR Price

$40.95

$34.56

Price includes the correct amount of paste hardener.

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

The Great Wisconsin Diaper Heist

T

wo Wisconsin men are facing
theft charges for allegedly
stealing 100,000 diapers.
Police in Fox Crossing,
Wisconsin, allege the men stole
nearly 1,800 cases of diapers
— valued at more than $45,000

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Akemi Platinum Knife grade

— from a charitable organization
that provides goods to families in
need. The men, John Forbes and
Jason Havel, were charged with
one count of theft of movable
property, WLUK-TV reported.
Authorities said the diapers
were stolen during several thefts

between January 3 and February
13, at a local warehouse. United
Way Fox Cities CEO Peter Kelly
said the items were taken as his organization moved its diaper bank
to a Valley Packaging Industries
facility. Both men are former VPI
employees.
“It appears that it was a theft of
opportunity to make some cash,”

Fox Crossing Police Lt. Scott
Blashka commented.
Forbes and Havel were
taken into custody after investigators recovered eight pallets of diapers and hygiene
products the weekend prior.
Please turn to page 16
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NED SHAW MACHINERY
SASSO MACHINE PARTS/SERVICE

15 Shady Lane
Deer Park, IL
Formerly USG
60010
Machinery

847-980-7629
ned@nedshawmachinery.com

Vitória Stone Fair
Rescheduled for June 2017
Continued from page 4

“That is why the news that the
fair will be take place in June is
very positive, keeping Espirito
Santo in the international marble and granite fairs route. The
Espirito Santo 2017 events calendar will stay untouchable as well,
and that is an important point for

the Espirito Santo state economy.”
The Vitória Stone Fair, promoted by Milanez & Milaneze, in
cooperation with the Veronafiere
Group, will be held at the Carapina
Events Center in Serra.
For more information visit the
website www.vitoriastonefair.
com.br .

“This four-step system is the best solution I have come
across for polishing engineered stones. There is no
color transfer from the pads. The process is quick and
they work equally as well on our natural stones.”
–Phil Kuczma, Shop Manager, Italian Marble and Granite
Inc., Clarence Center, N.Y.

Quartz

Use for Silestone, Caesarstone,
and Cambria

!
NEW

Highest Polish, No Bleeding, No Burning
50% Labor Savings

No Orange Peel!
O

ur Talon™ 4-Step Polishing Pads have been designed specifically for
wet use on quartz.

These pads, with only a 4-step process, perform better and offer a better
finish than a traditional 8-step pad set.
And because of the next generation resins used in Talon™ 4-Step Pads,
they are non-marking and will not bleed like other pads.

	 Item # Description

Polish Faster and Get a Greater Shine Sooner!

In other words, the proprietary design of these quartz polishing pads
allows the fabricator to achieve the best quality finish and shine, while
saving you time.

Call Today for a 30-Day, No-Risk Trial…

Call 1-800-575-4401 today and give the new Talon™ 4-Step Quartz Wet
Polishing Pads a try.
If you don’t agree they save you time and money, then just let us
know within 30 days and we’ll buy them back from you.

MSRP OUR Price

18278

Talon™ 4-Step Quartz Wet Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 1, Red

$38.95

$25.95

18279

Talon™ 4-Step Quartz Wet Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 2, Blue

$38.95

$25.95

18280

Talon™ 4-Step Quartz Wet Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 3, Orange

$38.95

$25.95

18281

Talon™ 4-Step Quartz Wet Polishing Pad, 4˝, Step 4, Pink

$38.95

$25.95

www.braxton-bragg.com
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Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Talon 4-Step Quartz pads

Trial by Fire
Continued from page 10

“The dangers of these devices,
and accessories, have led me to
quit using e-cigarette products,”
he wrote.
“At the end of the day, all of
these stories and incidents involve
real people in real situations. I
hope we do not forget that.”
The 28-year-old lawyer graduated from Florida International
University’s law school in 2015.
With millions of users across the
country, e-cigarettes deliver vaporized nicotine through a heated
liquid solution. But questions
about the health and fire risks
of the products have mounted,
with the U.S. Department of
Transportation recently banning
e-cigarettes from checked bags
on airplanes.
Last year, a Naples, Florida man
filed suit in Miami-Dade after an
e-cigarette exploded in his mouth,
leaving him in a coma.

Wisconsin
Diaper Heist
Continued from page 15

Court documents don’t list
defense attorneys for either
men. Both men are scheduled
to appear in court.
Blashka declined to specify
what type of equipment was
used in the thefts, and it’s unknown how much money the
men received from the thefts.
The bank provides diapers
for nearly 900 babies each
month from low-income families. The program distributed
300,000 diapers in the area
last year.
“Our challenge is to make
sure we have diapers throughout the year to help the families that need them most,”
Kelly said.

Quality
is not an act,
it is a habit.
—Aristotle

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Stone Restoration and
Maintenance Corner
Mess to Masterpiece

L

et’s be honest. At one
time or another, we
have all committed
to that project that we should
have walked away from, am
I right? You know what your
niche is and should probably
try to stick to it most of the
time. However, when calls
aren’t coming in and you
need the work, you might go
out on a limb and possibly
even get reckless.

Bob Murrell

M3 Technologies
Photos by Bob Murrell

more than you do. It gets
even worse when you overlook obvious issues with a
potential project that were
staring you in the face.
Of course if you aren’t
learning, you should probably do something else. If
your job is not challenging
you, it is too easy. All of

This slate foyer was showing its age, but it should be no
problem to restore, right? It’s an easy job, and I’d be
helping out an old friend. How many times have I said
the first step is “do a test area” ?

Desperate times can call
for desperate measures.
Going outside your normal
project scope is OK, as long
as you don’t get bit in the
rear doing it. It is especially
bad when you have been
doing this type of work for
around 40 years and you
may have become complacent, thinking that you know

these sayings are well and
good until you do get that
set of proverbial teeth in
your rear.
The poor, pitiful contractor
that had this happen to him,
of course, was me! I had
some high school friends
who were remodeling their
parent’s house, which they
had recently inherited. It
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Stripping urethane is a
stinky, skin-burning mess
that is extremely hard to
manage. It has to dwell for
at least 5-10 minutes without being allowed to dry. It
turns to gum if you don’t use
hot water and Deep Cleaning
Stripper/Degreaser to rinse,
at just the right time.
So if all of that weren’t
enough, we felt we had to
keep stripping this “slate” as
it looked like there was still
residue left each time we did
it. Finally, after about three
or four repetitions of this
process, we noticed that we
really weren’t making any
significant progress, and
in fact, some areas looked
worse. One good point
though –we had the grout
looking like it was almost
new.
Therefore, I started trying
some mechanical methods to
rid us of this most despicable and tenacious urethane.
After all, I wasn’t going to
let it beat me, right? I tried
100g diamond impregnated
pads on the hand tool with
no significant improvement.
I even tried a nylo-grit type
brush with no luck. We did,
however, start to notice a
change, albeit not a good
one.
Finally, my wife (yes,
that’s right, my wife!) says
to me, “There is aggregate
starting to show in some of
the stones.”
I said, “What? There is
no aggregate in slate!” But
sure enough, there it was,
especially where I had been
using a mechanical stripping method. She said, “I
told you the ‘slate’ on the
front porch (the same stone
went all the way to the front
porch and landing) looked
totally different.” The stone
on the porch was very weather-worn, and aggregate was
showing everywhere indicata black pad, of course. You ing that it was indeed a preknow, the cancer-inducing cast type of material.
kind with methylene chlo…If only I had listened
ride in the formula! I am better or been slower to pretalking gloves, safety gog- scribe the remedy, or actugles, and respirators here! ally paid closer attention to
We were fortunate because the stone out front (and my
the weather was nice and we wife). But hey, I was the one
were able to ventilate ade- with all of the experience,
quately and therefore ditch right?
Please turn to page 34
the respirators.
was a fine stately home with
large white columns from
the early 1960s. They came
to me with the old line of,
“You’ve been doing this
since Gerald Ford was in
office; who better to help
us than you?” I am a natural
born sucker for that type of
con every time.
The home had a “slate”
foyer that had many old,
decaying applications of
urethane on it that they
wanted stripped, cleaned,
and restored to its original
beauty. I knew that stripping
old urethane was a real pain
in the #$* but I had successfully stripped and color enhanced slate several times
in the past, so no worries,
right?
So the first problem is
how do you strip urethane?
Why, with paint stripper and

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Right off, I found it was more difficult to remove the
multiple layers of urethane coating than anticipated.
Each time we went through the tedious process of dwell
time with harsh chemicals, there still seemed to be residue left. So, we stripped it again. And again. And again…

I resorted to mechanical stripping with 100 grit diamond
pads — a pretty aggressive procedure that yielded little
improvement. We eventually began to see a change,
though — and not a good one. We noticed that aggregate was starting to show from grinding — especially
noticeable next to the nice, clean grout lines. What’s the
dang deal with this crazy slate?

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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And the Survey Says…
Continued from page 6

Something that would not take
much time to answer, so it wasn’t
inconvenient, but still got us the
answers we wanted in a non-confrontational, free expression kind
of way.
The various survey companies
out there offer different types of

plans. We use Survey Monkey’s
free plan. There are limits and restrictions on the free plans, so as
you search for a survey provider,
know that all free plans are not
created equal. Also, the bigger
your company, the more surveys
you want to send out, and the less
likely you are to fit in a free plan.

Artistic Stone Design – Repair Division
We’re running a survey and would love your input. Please let us know what you think, below.
Thanks for participating!

1. Was our staff knowledgeable and helpful?

m
m

Yes
No

2. Did the repair technician(s) arrive on time?

m
m

Yes
No

3. Was the repair technician professional and polite?

m
m

Yes
No

4. Did we provide superior customer service from start to finish?

m
m

Yes
No

5. May we use your answers and comments in advertising?

m
m

Yes
No

6. How many stars would you give our service?

m            m            m            m            m
7. Please feel free to share with us any positive comments or
concerns you have about your service.

8. Name, Phone Number

Please do not forward this email as its survey link is unique to you.
Unsubscribe from this list

However, even if you need a paid
plan, look around; they can be
quite reasonable.
Look for ease of set up. We tried
to create a survey with one company, and they made it so complicated that we finally gave up. We
wanted a star rating on our survey,
and not every company offers
that. We also wanted a space for
comments, so the customers could
express themselves, good or bad,
about our service. Not every company offers that, either.
We wanted to be notified when
someone sent back the completed
survey and we wanted a one-time
reminder to the customer if they
neglected to fill it out. We know
that not every customer will fill
one out, but we have had a 75
percent completion rate – which
is way above average. We read
every survey and discuss the results. That is the point of this
whole thing, after all.
Our survey ended up looking
like the sample below. Since we
use the free program, it looks
pretty basic. The paid programs
offer more frills like logos and
pictures but this gets the job done.
We rolled this program out
small, using it just in our Repair
Division so we could work out
any kinks, quirks or snafus, and
it’s been successful. We have
a much better understanding of
what our customers want and how
they feel.
Try it. You might be surprised.
The question here is - How well
do you know your company?
Please send your thoughts on
this article to Sharon Koehler at
Sharon@asdrva.rocks.

How Are Trends Built?

WE

have covered a lot
of ground in the past
few months in the articles “So
You Think You Know Your
Customer” (February 2017),
“What Can You Customer Profile
Tell You” (March 2017) and
“Stacking Up Your Competitors
and Understanding Your Market
Position” (April 2017). Measuring
successes and setting goals while
moving forward in the stone and
tile industry requires establishing the basics of knowing your
customers, competitors and market position. All too often, these
structures in a business can be
overlooked.
In this article we will slow the
pace down just a bit, hone in on
the different market positions in
the coming articles and expand on
the basic chart from last month’s
article. I interviewed two experts
on being a trendsetter, and to help
elaborate further, how trends are
created in the industry.
It’s amazing to see how new
fabrication and installation technology advancements in tooling,
setting materials and products
can be game changers for what
some businesses can offer in
keeping with trends. Companies
have asked me, “How do trends
develop in our industry? How can
we balance being on trend and
anticipating how the trends will
affect our current business?”
I asked Megan Lamontagne
(B.F.A in Interior Design, Pratt
Institute), Interior Designer at
Phase Zero Design about who the

Tools to Keep Installers Safe

T

he human body is not designed to bear the weight of a
6-foot island, no matter how tough
or strong a person is. With the increasing popularity of large, elaborate kitchen islands and bathroom
walls, tools that ease the burden of
heavy lifting are critical to worker
safety, employment longevity, and
quality of life.
When moving hundreds of
pounds of fragile, expensive stone,
even just a few feet can be a daunting and dangerous task. Transport
carts and dollies with clamping

Jessica Sherwood
Omni Cubed
capabilities greatly reduce the
amount of time that workers have to
manually transport stone and other
heavy materials. Every second that
a person’s hands, arms, legs, and
backs are not bearing that weight,
greatly reduces the potential for
injury. Lifting carts are relatively
new to the stone installation scene,
but have been monumental in the
reduction of labor and back strain
for installers. Unloading, lowering, transporting, and lifting heavy

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Photo courtesy Omni Cubed

No strain, no pain! The
Pro-Lift Automatic by
Omni Cubed assists in the
easy removal of a large slab
from the A-frame cart
in the truck bed.

countertops is much safer for workers with the assistance of a lifting
cart. Installations can be completed
more safely, and with fewer people
per job than ever before.
Carrying clamps are typically
thought to be more of a convenience

Michele Farry
Humblestone
trendsetters are, and she explained
the process.
“When designers, manufacturers, fabrication and installation companies collaborate,
you get a trifecta of experience
and knowledge that can make
very specialized designs become more easily replicated.
These are the companies that
are in trend market position.
The vision, the product and the
installation all come together so
that custom designs or market
trend can be more easily replicated ultimately than creating
design trends. Because of the
profitability and public exposure
in the commercial industry, it
often is the driving force behind
design trends. I see a lot of different stone and tile products
from a variety of manufacturers.
To keep up with the demands of
the commercial industry it is my
job to seek products that can tell
my client’s story. A lot of times
this means creative manipulation
- testing manufacturer’s limits on
color, shape, size and installation
techniques. While manufacturers
develop materials and technology,
successful product is also limited
by the installer’s capabilities with
tools and experience with the
materials. Great product without
great installation, and vice versa,
does not effectively meet the customer’s needs.”
Please turn to page 42

than a safety tool, but consider what
hand-carrying entails: Workers
have to bend close to the ground,
manage to get one hand underneath
a heavy piece of stone, stabilize the
top weight with the other hand, and
lift the piece several feet off the
ground while bearing most of the
weight on just four fingers — and
that’s just to pick the thing up!
Several problems arise from this
method: 1) Unfinished edges are
very sharp and can easily slice bare
hands; 2) The weight of the stone
can injure or fracture fingers; 3) Not
being able to use thumbs for gripping decreases leverage and control;
Please turn to page 19
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Tools to Keep
Installers Safe
Continued from page 18
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Drills a Clean Hole, Every Time...

Braxton-Bragg offers an exceptional line of quality, high-performance core bits.
Viper Dry Core Bits are fast, long-lasting, and designed to handle the toughest
coring applications quickly, efficiently, and economically.

4) Stooping or bending to lift
heavy objects can lead to back
strain and injury; 5) Carrying stone
higher off the ground is overall very
dangerous due to the greater potential for damage and injury when it’s
time to set the piece down. Carry
clamps offer better weight distribution and allow workers to lift stone
just a few inches from the ground
which creates a lower, safer center of gravity, while keeping their
backs straight and maintaining better control with a secure, ergonomic
grip with both hands.
Even with the right tools, countertop fabrication and installation
is no easy feat. However, if provided the right tools and instructions for proper use, workers can
significantly improve their quality
of life and prolong the number of
years they are able to perform their
job. Omni Cubed, Inc. designs and
manufactures several tools that help
make this tough job much safer and
easier—in stock now at BraxtonBragg. Learn more about tools that
can help you increase safety and
productivity at omnicubed.com.
“We were very excited to
finally find stone installation
tools that actually make the
installation process easier
and safer, which boosts employee morale. The Aqua-Jaw
clamps are easy to use and
an invaluable addition to the
install crew. We have done
several episodes of the DIY
show Kitchen Crashers, and
have had many compliments
on how professional we look
with these tools!”

Mario Lemoncello
Top Installations, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

®

Viper Side Protection Dry Core Bits feature very aggressive, high-quality diamonds, designed for
a wide range of applications. These diamond core bits are for use on granite, marble and quartz.
®

• Diamond segments on side greatly reduce segment breaking
• Fast drilling
• Long life
• Use wet or dry
• 2,000 to 4,000 RPM recommended for wet use
• 10,000 RPM recommended when using dry
• Our testing proved over 60 holes done dry and more than
100 holes done wet: average of 30 seconds per hole

Viper Side
Protection
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S
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Call Mike King toll-free 1-800-575-4401 to order
the long-lasting Viper® Side Protection Core Bit

P
Most
it
Core B

Dry Core Bit
Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

7560

Viper SP Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Threaded Arbor, 1˝

$67.95

$44.95

7561

Viper ® SP Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Threaded Arbor, 1-1/8˝

$71.95

$47.95

7562

Viper SP Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Threaded Arbor, 1-1/4˝

$74.95

$49.95

7563

Viper ® SP Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Threaded Arbor, 1-3/8˝

$77.95

$54.95

7564

Viper SP Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Threaded Arbor, 1-1/2˝

$82.95

$59.95

7565

Viper ® SP Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Threaded Arbor, 2˝

$97.95

$64.95

7566

Viper SP Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Threaded Arbor, 2-1/2˝

$119.95

$79.95

7567

Viper ® SP Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Threaded Arbor, 3˝

$134.95

$89.95

7568

Viper SP Dry Core Bit, 5/8˝-11 Threaded Arbor, 3-1/2˝ $149.95

$99.95

®

®

®

®

®

www.braxton-bragg.com • Fax 800-915-5501

Why have two different
core bits, when Viper Side
Protection Core Bits
perform great wet or dry!

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

IF

you have always
believed that
everyone should play
by the same rules and
be judged by the same
standards, that would
have gotten you labeled
a radical 60 years ago, a
liberal 30 years ago and
a racist today.”
–Thomas Sowell

“

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper Side Protection Dry Core Bits

“I appreciate your commitment to safety, but this might
be overkill for a risk-assessment planner.”
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Hercules Variable Speed
Wet Air Polisher

A Moment in Time: Telling
the Stories in Stone

®

N
with Side Exhaust
Save time
AND money!

Get maximum productivity
with a high-quality tool that
fits your budget!

#1

Se

st P ller!
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lar
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Five specialized bearings increase
tool performance

U
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3803
		

MSRP OUR Price

Hercules VS Wet Air Polisher, Side Exhaust

$285.95

$169.95

Back-Up Pad Sold Separately

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Hercules VS Wet Air Polisher

Karin Kirk
Geologist
Let’s look at a few examples of natural stone and take
a quick tour through geologic
time.
Wild Sea, courtesy M S International

Wild Sea is sometimes
classified as granite, but it’s
actually a sedimentary rock
called quartz sandstone. Wild
Sea is so named because of
its wavy pattern — it almost
looks like a white-capped
ocean. As serendipity would
have it, that’s not far off from
how it actually formed. Wild
Sea was most likely formed
on a sandy beach. If you
close your eyes and reflect
on your most recent visit to
a beach, you might remember seeing currents of water

creating a rippled pattern in
the sand. These are called
ripple marks, and they are
common anywhere water
flows over loose sand.
If you were to cut down
into these ripple marks and
look at them from the side,
you’d see a pattern called
cross beds. These cross beds
show us what direction the
water was flowing, and approximately how fast. If the
cross beds form a gentle
U-shape the water was flowing toward you. If the cross
beds are wedge-shaped, the
current was flowing from
side to side.
So Wild Sea’s cross bedding patterns tell a story of
an ancient beach with shallow, flowing water. That
sounds like a nice place to be,
doesn’t it? Just imagine how
much emptier the beaches
must have been a few million
years ago — no need to fight
for a parking spot back in the
Cretaceous Period!
Please turn to page 44

2016 Accreditation Class
Honored at TISE

S

Comes with: Wrench, adapters, 12 foot water hose,
air lubricant; back-up pad sold separately

®

One of the exciting things
about using natural stone
is that you get to bring a
unique a part of geologic
time right into your home.
Understanding what took
place millions of years ago
can bring even greater appreciation for the natural stone
you select.

116

• Spindle speed: up to 4,500 RPM • 88 Db • Side Exhaust
• Air consumption: 16 cfm @ 90 psi • Weight: 3 lbs. • Length: 7”
• Center water feed • 5/8–11 spindle thread • Built-in
water dispenser • Reversible side handle • Textured,
rubber coated body for secure grip • 90-day warranty

Item # Description

atural stone isn’t
just beautiful and
durable; it’s a monument to Earth’s past. Every
piece of natural stone is a
product of a certain event,
time, and location. Rocks
can form deep underground
or right on Earth’s surface.
They can accumulate over
millennia or they can be
formed in a single day.
Events that shape rocks
can be placid or violent.
Geologists study rocks and
interpret the environment
that created them. In doing
so, we can stitch together the
events that make up the long
and dynamic history of our
planet.

even
companies
were honored at
the MIA+BSI Awards
Luncheon at TISE for earning MIA Accreditation in
2016. MIA Accreditation
for natural stone fabricators
and commercial contractors
recognizes those companies
that meet the industry’s
highest standards for business activities, product
knowledge, fabrication, and Bridgeport, CT
ROCKin’teriors
installation.
Raleigh, NC
Receiving the Natural YK Stone Center
Stone Fabricator credential: Denver, CO
Accent Interiors
Receiving the Commercial
Murray, UT
B Contractor credential:
Florida Custom Marble
Brekhus Tile & Stone
Jacksonville, FL
Denver, CO
Majestic Marble Import
Ltd.
Accreditation
&
Concord, Ontario, Canada
Technical Manager Mark
Ontra Stone Concepts

Meriaux commented:
“2016 was an important
year for the Accreditation
program. We are thankful
for the companies that have
invested time and effort into
becoming accredited, and
look forward to additional
growth in 2017. We have
several companies who are
very close to completing the
Accreditation process, and
we are working on expanding education and benefits
for all who are involved in
the program.”
For a full list of MIA
Accredited companies,
and to find out how your
company can earn MIA
Accreditation, visit www.
naturalstoneinstitute.org/
accreditation.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Item # Description
9001
		9376

Hurry—Sale Ends
May 31, 2017

Continued from page 8

The Parc team works with clients
like Google, Gucci, Adidas, and
Starwood in architecture, interaction
design and creative strategy in order
to produce spaces that blend the built
and digital realms.
Let’s hear from Byun on the project: “The owner is a tech entrepreneur
that recently moved his company to
New York and wanted an apartment
in the city where he could live, entertain potential investors, and throw
dinner parties with co-workers. It
was important for our client to have
as much open space as possible,
and highlight the custom designed
pieces (e.g. media cube, dining table,
kitchen island, bar) devoid of knick
knacks.
“The island, which measures more
than 12 feet long, is both visually
weighty and appears to be floating.
We wanted the island to showcase the
juxtaposition of the light/monolithic
marble block contrasting the dark/
warm quality of the steel and wood
top. (If the island were a solid block
of marble it would weigh some 18
tons. Try getting that up the stairs…)
“Pearl grey marble is quarried in

Tate, Georgia and is known for its
strength, sparkling crystalline structure and dynamic veins which are
available in medium to dark grey,
depending on where in the quarry the
marble is sourced.
“This apartment, and particularly
the kitchen and dining space, incorporates a unique mixing of materials.
So very different and yet they work
so well together. The monolithic

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Makita Polisher

40

MSRP OUR Price Sale Price

Makita ® 4˝ Wet Polisher, PW5001C $568.95
Brush Set for Makita® PW5001C

$319.95

$19.95

$279.95

$11.95

Distributed By

Best Products, Lowest Prices,
Call 800-575-4401
Better Service
How to Create a Monolithic Marble Island

M ay 2017 | 21

structure is skewered by a wood bar
top undergirded with steel.
“We chose a neutral palette for all
the walls and ceilings to draw attention to the materiality of the marble,
concrete, and wood. During a party,
the island is used as a buffet station
where refreshments are served while
people circulate around the dining
table. On the wood bar top we used
torched walnut veneer wood floor
paneling from LV wood.”
Please turn to page 27

Photo by Barcow

• www.braxton-bragg.com

Don’t Move:
Over 300 People
Do Mannequin
Challenge

IN

Grand rapids, more than
300 people struck a pose,
all in the name of laughter.
Participants performed a
mannequin challenge outdoors
at Rosa Parks Circle in Grand
Rapids to celebrate the start of
Gilda’s LaughFest 2017, a 10day festival of comedy to raise
money for families dealing with
cancer. It’s named for late comedian and Saturday Night
Live actress Gilda Radner.
The participants held their
pose for nearly four minutes
while a video crew recorded it.
LaughFest 2017 featured more
than 100 performers in Grand
Rapids, Lowell and Holland,
Michigan.
This major 10-day Midwest
festival was created by Gilda’s
Club Grand Rapids and
launched in March 2011 to celebrate laughter for the health of
it, and support their programs.

“

K

illing the
goose that
lays the golden egg
is a viable political
strategy, so long as
the goose does not
die before the next
election and no one
traces the politicians’ fingerprints
on the murder
weapon.”

– Thomas Sowell
© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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H

iring employees is a hard
task. Companies complain too much about
this problem that they often
cause themselves. A big part
of the problem is that too many
companies write job descriptions
that border on the ridiculous.
Anyone who has ever hunted
for a job online has read some of
these job descriptions. The most
absurd ones describe a job that
is actually several full-time jobs
wrapped into one. Older workers
know better than to waste time
calling about these jobs because
they know that an absurdly long
list of skill requirements usually
indicates a short list of Owner
Management Skills.
Entrepreneurs are, to be sure,
the backbone of the economy and
are the great drivers of employment in the US, but increasingly
workers are finding the search
for work with these entrepreneurial companies to be an exercise
in reviewing one’s inadequacies
as a potential employee. So who
do we believe about the employment situation? Employers claim
that there are not enough qualified people for the positions they
offer and the workers say that
employers are demanding unrealistic combinations of skill levels
and experience. The evidence appears to be favoring the worker’s
position.
It is very hard to sympathize
with the cries from Silicon Valley
about not being able to find
enough qualified workers to fill
their job openings when we hear
of layoffs in other tech firms by

“Impartiality
is a pompous
name for
indifference,
which is an
elegant name
for ignorance.”
– G.K. Chesterton

the hundreds. Is not one of them
qualified to be reassigned to another tech company? It appears
that the one qualification that
many employers want, especially
from older workers, is: “must
be willing to perform same job
for half of previous salary.” No
tech company in their right mind
would outright list such a job
qualification but it is implicit
in the wording, and if not in the
wording, then certainly in the first
interview – if you get that far.
As for the stone business, it has
its share of unrealistic job expectations listed in job descriptions,
but many other job descriptions
are rather straightforward and
much more inviting for someone
looking for a chance to try something new. There was a great job
description a couple of years ago
for a shop worker that read:
Position: Stone Shop Worker
Requirements: The ability to reliably show up on time for a forty-hour workweek. Be willing to
perform tasks asked of you and to
ask questions if you are unsure of
what to do. Must get along with
others. Have means of getting
to work on time by either your
own vehicle or public transportation, and desire to get paid every
Friday at 5 p.m. .
No experience required.
A phone call to the owner of that
shop the next day revealed that
not only did he get replies from
shop workers from other shops
but actually had wives, girlfriends
and mom’s calling for their husbands, boyfriends and sons. What

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

Looking for Great Employees?
Mark McMunn

HELP WANTED:
Stone Shop Worker

Requirements: The ability to
reliably show up on time for a
40-hour workweek. Be willing
to perform tasks asked of you
and to ask questions if you are
unsure of what to do. Must
get along with others, have
means of getting to work on
time by either your own vehicle or public transportation,
and desire to get paid every
Friday at 5 p.m. .
No experience required.
is more is that he ended up hiring two people instead of one because the applicants that showed
up were just so happy to have an
opportunity like this from a company that appeared to be more interested in the worker as a person
rather than the worker as a necessary expense and the attached
conflict ingrained in that type of
Owner -Worker relationship.
The great lesson to be learned
from this simple job description
is that there are many people out
there who have the potential to be
your next greatest employee, but
unless you write a job description listing qualifications meant
to invite the worker to call versus
writing a job description that ends
up being a list of barriers to potential employees, few to no calls
will come.

“Tell me about a time you came up with a brilliant idea that
revolutionized the industry and saved your company
from almost certain ruin.”
The 50-plus Age Group:
The Great Untapped
Experienced Resource
For all of the chest-beating
talk about “thinking outside the
box,” when it comes to the 50+
age group of workers, that box
appears to be getting fuller and
fuller by the month with no desire
to even try and open it. 50+ workers are a treasure trove of good
workers if you can be creative and
use some of that “out of the box
thinking” that so many people say
they do, but in fact do not.
One great benefit that 50+
workers offer is flexibility. Lets
examine just one way. If you are
a good manager you can tell when
you are going to need more help,
but you don’t want to hire permanent help, and the people sent
over from the temp agency don’t
know how to fabricate or install.
50+ workers can be brought in
as temporary help for peak periods of the year, but you must
give them some leeway regarding
hours and days worked. For instance, many of 50+ workers are
trying to look after grandchildren,

UCA Student’s Juggling Act
Gets Him Off DUI Charge

AN

Arkansas college
student who moonlights as a magician showed off
his juggling skills after he was
pulled over for a broken brake
light, and the act was captured
on an officer’s body camera and
police cruiser video.
University of Central
Arkansas police pulled over

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

21-year-old Blayk Puckett last
week in Conway, about 25 miles
northwest of Little Rock.
Police say Puckett was driving
slowly and officers suspected
that he may have been under the
influence. UCA police spokesman Michael Hopper says the
officers quickly saw that Puckett
was sober and they agreed to give
him a warning before Puckett

revealed he was a magician.
Puckett, whose license plate
read JUGGLER, volunteered to
juggle some bowling pins. He
quipped: “This is the new sobriety test in Conway.”

so let them work hours that allow
them to get the grandkids to
school and then leave for the day
before school is out, so that they
can pick them up. That basically
amounts to a five-to six-hour day.
Also, it means that they need to
be off any days that the kids are
off from school as well. Too, pay
them well, at least a couple of
$’s an hour than what they used
to make. Most business owners
when first hearing this scoff at it
because it appears to be a sweetheart deal that will anger the
other workers. Well first off these
folks are only working 30 hours
or less so you do not need to pay
any benefits and when the work
is slow the workers can be laid
off with no animosity because it
is understood from the beginning
that the position is temporary.
The other employees have FULL
TIME jobs year round so what
would their complaint be, that
they want to work less? If you
want to contribute to the preservation of the family this type of
arrangement will go a long way
to help many families have a care
provider at home with children
when children need supervision
the most right after school.
Space does not allow for several
other ways that even accounting
folks can be hired on a part time,
temporary basis which many
small businesses could use, but
may have never thought of exploring, much less even though of
the idea.
Slippery Rock Gazette readers:
If you have some great employee
solutions, please contact the SRG
and let us know how you have
creatively employed some of your
stone industry workers.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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How Is Insurance Like a Parachute?

Question: How is insurance
like a parachute?
Answer: If it’s not there
when you need it, you
probably won’t ever need
it again.

T

his was the opening slide
for the “Small Captive
Claims Management” educational session at the 2017 Captive
Insurance Companies Association
(CICA) Conference on March
12-14, in San Diego, California.
CIC Services regularly attends
CICA to identify best practices,
meet service providers, remain
abreast of political, legal and regulatory changes, and understand
emerging trends in the industry.
This quote summarizes the challenges many small and mid-market
businesses face. Unlike large corporations that can usually weather
disaster, small and mid-market
companies are often one disaster
away from extinction. For example, consider that Target survived
a massive cyber breach but many
small businesses that experience a
major cyber breach are forced out
of business. Also, consider that
Hurricane Katrina didn’t force any
of the Fortune 1,000 out of business, but the storm forced thousands
of small businesses to close, even
though their commercial insurance would restore their property.
Business activity dried up for many.
They simply didn’t have THE
RIGHT parachute when they
needed it most.

What is the RIGHT
parachute?
For many small and mid-market
businesses THE RIGHT parachute
is to implement Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) utilizing a
small Captive Insurance Company
(CIC). ERM identifies and assesses
all threats a business faces, not just
those that are commonly commercially insured. A CIC enables
a business or business owner to

own their own insurance company.
CICs form the backbone or chassis
(if you will) of an ERM program.
ERM has many goals, including
improved risk management, risk
mitigation, cost control and implementing best practices. However,
for the mid-market the primary
goal of ERM is survival, making
the parachute analogy particularly

Randy Sadler
Principal, CIC Services LLC
spot-on. What good is insurance if
it’s not there when you need it?
What are some reasons that businesses may have purchased insurance, but it isn’t there when they
need it?

Here are four common reasons.
1. Inadequate Commercial
Insurance Coverage - This occurs when a business has a loss
for which it has not purchased
commercial insurance (although
commercial insurance may be
available).
2. Commercial Insurance
Coverage Is Not Available or
Exorbitantly Priced - Similar to
#1 above, this occurs when commercial insurance is not available

at all or commercial insurance is
extremely expensive.
3. Insurance Policy Exclusions This occurs when a business has
a loss for which it has purchased
commercial insurance, but the policy has an exclusion that prevents
the insurance company from paying the claim. Policy exclusions
protect the insurance company to
the detriment of the insured
Please turn to page 33

Wait Until You See the Video!

Brace Setter Router
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The patent-pending Brace Setter is a
high performance router housing that
connects to a 5/8 x 11 angle grinder
that will cut a groove 2-9/16” wide by
¼” or 3/16” deep.

Created by
Fabricators for
Fabricators
www.braxton-bragg.com

The precision router attachment
cuts a precise groove for your brace
in record breaking time with its two
cutting blades. Each blade has 18
teeth giving you a total of 36 long
lasting tungsten carbide teeth,
which easily cut through hardwood,
softwood, plywood, and laminates.

What’s even better is the fact
that the Brace Setter requires no
measuring because everything is
preset (width and depth), making it
very measurement friendly. With just
a simple cut, your work is done with
the Brace Setter.

Item # Description
55228
55230
55229
		

OUR Price

Brace Setter Router, 1/4”

$207.95

Brace Setter Router, 3/16”

$207.95

Brace Setter Replacement Blade Set
Includes: (2) Blades, (1) Spacer, (5) Bolts

$51.95

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for The Brace Setter Router

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Fabricator’s Choice
for More Than a Decade!
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“Great quality
for the price.”

“Absolutely the best
for the money!”

– Hershel Margaretten,
Imperial Marble

– Frank Earls,
Trinity Custom St

My boss called me into his office and asked, “Bill, why is the Viper our
best-selling turbo blade year after year?” Thinking quickly, I said, “Sir, I
don’t know but I’ll find out!” After a little checking I realized that not only
has the Viper Professional Turbo been our best-selling
blade for over a decade—the race isn’t even close.
Braxton-Bragg has the largest selection of turbo blades
in the industry but the Viper always wins. Since sales
popularity is determined by our customers, I called
several shops and asked them. The overwhelming
response was that the Viper was the best value for the
money.

one

when they don’t—you can ruin the stone and damage your saw. Consistency
to them means that the blade always does the job and you never have to
worry about it ruining your job, reputation or equipment.

®

Chip Free

Smooth, chip free cutting was mentioned by several
customers. They stated that blade hop, scratching and
the extra work of repair are not an issue with Viper
Turbo blades. I also learned that frequently, cheap
blades veer off course and flex too much. Checking
with a blade manufacturer, I was told that this was
usually caused by an inferior core. The lesson seems to
be that saving money on a poor quality blade doesn’t
make sense if you lose time or have to repair the stone.

®

®

®

Excited, I called the boss and shared this news with
him. He responded with, “Bill, value for money is
a good overall evaluation, but it doesn’t tell me the
details. I want to know why!”
Now, I have been in the stone industry for over 10
years, but listening to our customers, I began to learn
some new things about blades.

Consistent

Durable

®

Viper® Turbo Granite Dry Blade

I was told that Viper was consistent, but this confused me because the
manufacturer is continuously improving the product and upgrading the
manufacturing process. Delving deeper I learned that frequently customers
try cheap blades from China in an attempt to save money. Most customers
have reported that sometimes the blades work, other times they don’t, and
®

“Consistently durable” was also a frequent response.
Some blades are fast, some are durable; the Viper is
consistently both fast and durable. Long life translates to
value. Inconsistent life has been frequently mentioned as
a problem with other, inexpensively-priced turbo blades.

Item # Description

Price

Viper is not our least expensive turbo blade, nor is it our most expensive
®

blade. It is our best-selling blade. What seems clear is that many of our customers
believe that it is the best combination of quality and durability available today.

MSRP OUR Price

1020

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 4˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes, 15,000 RPM

$26.95

$18.64

1022

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 4-1/2˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes, 13,300 RPM

$28.95

$19.51

1023

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 5˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes,12,000 RPM

$29.95

$20.97

17453

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 6˝ x 5/8˝, Quad Holes, 10,000 RPM

$37.95

$24.95

1024

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 7˝ x 5/8˝ KO, 8,500 RPM

$52.95

$34.95

41349

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 8˝ x 5/8˝ KO, 7,500 RPM

$61.95

$44.95

41350

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 10˝ x 5/8˝, 6,000 RPM

$119.95

$89.95

41351

Viper ® Turbo Granite Dry Blade, 12˝ x 5/8˝, 6,200 RPM

$149.95

$119.95

www.braxton-bragg.com

Give Lee Woodson a
call toll free at 800575-4401 to place
your order today!

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper Turbo Blades

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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for only $495 !
“We use them when the dishwasher
is not on site. Works great,
no return trips.”

	 Item #

MADE IN THE USA

The E-Z Dishwasher Bracket attaches to the cabinet with wood
screws, as well as to the countertop with impact absorbing adhesive caulk or silicone. It is made to accommodate virtually any
dishwasher on the market and may be installed prior to or after
countertop installation.

3

.98

Now YOU can solve a $200 problem…

4 .10

Jeremy Williamson, SFA
Granite Shop Manager
Kitchen Craft Inc.
Osage Beach, MO

Description

Great LOW Price

10565

E-Z Dishwasher Bracket 24”, with Mounting Screws

$3.98

10578

E-Z Compact Bracket 18”, with Mounting Screws

$3.98

NEW size for compact dishwashers!

More than 893,209 sold!
Michael Peay, a veteran home builder with 30 years of experience that
includes hundreds of kitchen installs, was continually confronted with
a nagging problem—mounting the dishwasher. Out of frustration, Michael Peay invented and patented the solution.

Installation Problem

Why is installing the dishwasher always on the punch list? There are many reasons; after all, who is responsible for this task? Is it the granite guy, the plumber,
the appliance delivery man, or the general contractor? If the granite installer is
responsible and the dishwasher is on site, there is no problem, but many times
this is not the case. So in order to preserve your good name and reputation it
means an expensive return trip to install the dishwasher.

Installation Solution

Can $3.98 solve this costly return trip? The answer is YES! It is estimated that
it could cost nearly $200 in time, labor and fuel to pull someone off another
job for this one chore. There is no need for the dishwasher to be on site and you
can install before or after the countertop is installed. And it is designed to fit all
standard dishwashers and install them correctly.

Easy To Use

The E-Z Dishwasher Bracket can be installed in 2 minutes and is a permanent
solution. If the dishwasher is not installed or not on site, simply fasten the E-Z
Dishwasher Bracket to the cabinet with the hardware supplied, apply silicone
to dampen the sound, and install the granite. As simple as that, your job is done,
with regard to the dishwasher.
If the dishwasher and countertop are already in place, simply bend the tabs
to fit in between the cabinets, apply silicone, put in place and fasten with the
hardware supplied.

No More Call Backs to Install a Dishwasher!

This solution seems so simple, the only question you’ll ask is, “Why didn’t I
think of this, before?” This product really works, and we’ll prove it to you. We
guarantee that you’ll agree this is a real $3.98 solution. Call Braxton-Bragg and
never have to make that expensive return trip again. Our knowledgeable sales
staff wants to let you know “you have a friend in Tennessee,” and we listen to
you. Count on Braxton-Bragg for all your installation needs.

Call today! Toll free 1-800-575-4401

This Great Low Price has been extended due to popularity!
www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for E-Z Dishwasher Bracket

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Phenix
Marble Co.
Continued from page 2

“Freddie is a partner in the
company,” explains Mary Neely,
director of marketing for Phenix.
“We sort of stumbled upon him.
There were many blocks leftover
from when the quarry closed, and
he had been using them for his
custom projects for the last 15
years. Freddie is probably Phenix
stone’s greatest champion. The
other members of the company as
well have fallen in love with the
stone and its story, and it shows
in the quality of the work that they
do and the way they represent it.
I think that part of what makes
us special is that everyone that’s
involved in this project is truly
and passionately interested in the
history and the stone, especially
when dealing with the historical
renovations of buildings that require a great deal of sensitivity.”
Karr continued, “The footprint
of Phenix marble and limestone
is national, so our goal is to make
people aware that it is again available on the same scale as it was in
its glory days, not only for historic
renovation, but for contemporary
work as well. All the colors are
available in polished or honed for
fabrication and dimensional applications. It has very low water
absorption and high compression strength, weathers well and
doesn’t experience streaking like
some others. We are making slabs
and starting to distribute them
to wholesalers and fabricators
around the country, with our first
truckload of 3cm and 2cm slabs
going to California. So a lot of
what we are doing at this time is
developing relationships and distribution with reputable players in
the industry.”

S lippery R ock G azette
A WF Meyers saw is the quarry’s workhorse. “The ledge we picked

up on when we reopened the quarry has been a really good
match for a number of projects, such as the ongoing historic
renovation of the Missouri State Capitol,” says David Karr.

Phenix Marble Company fabrication equipment consists of a
Standish diamond wire saw large enough for slicing and dicing a
10.5-foot by 70-inch size block, a Park Industries Yukon 2 Bridge
saw, two Park Industries splitters, a 60-inch and a 24-inch model,
and a GMM single head surface polisher.

Facilities, People
and Products
The Phenix quarry spans a total
of 120 acres with 15 acres currently yielding stone. Modern
equipment such as wire saws, hydraulic drills, and a WF Meyers
diamond saw for vertical cutting,
as well as the vehicles needed to
transport, all play a significant
part in the operation. Blocks are
shipped 15 miles from the quarry
to Conco’s Willard facility for
crushed stone.
“Our Willard facility is close
to the metropolitan market,” said
Karr, “and more importantly, it’s
located where our staff lives. In
terms of maintaining our equipment and the entire infrastructure
needed for keeping the company
running, all of these things exist
here, too.”
The quarrying staff consists of
four people working full-time.
One of them is Blake Thomure,
a mining engineer who has taken
on the quarrying of the dimensional stone. The other three men
are machine operators and laborers; all of them have been trained
and home-grown. “Everybody
does a great job,” continued Karr.
“There aren’t other dimensional
quarries around us, so it’s not like
we had a vast group of people we
could hire from. We really just
took on a lot of people that were
hard workers and willing to learn.
We’ve gone down a remarkable
learning curve in just the short
amount of time. So I attribute the
success of our start-up to the people that have been involved, who
grabbed the bull by the horns and
learned. That doesn’t mean we
haven’t made mistakes. We just
haven’t made them twice. It’s
been really good.
“As far as quarried tonnage, we
haven’t even pulled out a year’s

worth. We are, however, mining
five days a week to produce for
current orders, and additionally
trying to fill our yard with blocks
for customers to view first-hand.
You know as well as I, that when
you’re not having to wait for the
block and have a yard that a client
can pick from, all the better. So I
fully expect that mining production will continue to ramp-up.”
On the fabrication side, equipment consists of a Standish diamond wire saw large enough for
slicing and dicing a 10.5-foot
by 70-inch size block, a Park
Industries Yukon 2 Bridge saw,
two Park Industries splitters, a
60-inch and a 24-inch model, and
a GMM single head surface polisher that’s also used for gauging.
Various size strategically placed
jib cranes round out heavy machinery for the processing operation. There are eight full-time
fabrication people, said Karr,
adding, “Brandon Roberts is the
operations manager overseeing
fabrication and he’s been with
Conco for many years. The remaining seven people, including
Freddie, do the cutting, the polishing and the installation work.
Chris Upp is vice president of
mining and aggregates, and he
oversees production as well.”
At the moment, fabrication
consists of kitchens, vanities and
fireplaces that are mostly locally
installed. As far as dimensional
stone, the company supplies exterior veneer, sills and pool coping
both locally and out of state. “The
material is very beautiful, resilient and not difficult to match,
because Phenix material is very
consistent and lends itself well
to historic renovation,” explained
Karr.
Please turn to page 38

Napoleon Grey is now being offered by fabricators on the West Coast.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products
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How to Create a Monolithic Marble Island
Continued from page 21

“The kitchen, and the quartz perimeter counters were a previous
installation. Our kitchen Island
was designed around this.
“The kitchen table, also made of
1 cm Pearl Grey marble, was built
custom for the project. We had
our in-house industrial designer
create the designs. We wanted to
span the marble as long as possible to accommodate large dinner
parties. Kim Klein, our furniture
subcontractor, fabricated the table’s steel leg base.
“We chose the ultra thin marble for the table surface because
we were interested in the thin yet
structural qualities of the material. We wanted to span 16 feet
for the dining table, and the thin
material helped us achieve the
floating effect of the marble.”
–Young Byun
We’re getting used to seeing
waterfall ends on islands pretty
often now, but this design takes
the concept a step further. Instead
of isolating only the two wrap
down ends on the island in the
standard waterfall style Young
decided to wrap the faces all
around for a completely different
effect. The top is mitered to the
face pieces, and all the corners are
mitered as well. A mix of bookmatched and consecutive slabs
were supplied so there could be
more leeway in the design. The
table across from the island uses
a bookmatched down the center
for an intentional statement while
increasing the length of the table
itself. At 16 feet x 4 feet the table
would have weighed nearly 1,000
lbs with 3 cm slabs, but with the
1 cm ultra-thin slabs it was only
320 pounds, making it much easier to support when designing the
welded base.

“If more of us valued
food and cheer and
song above hoarded
gold, it would be a
merrier world.”

Parc’s design is a visually striking representation of natural materials in a sharp man-made form.
The juxtaposition of the marble’s
strong veining against the monochromatic cabinets give the table
and island a living quality. Expert
fabrication, paired with the thin
slab material make this monolithic marble island a fresh take on
the world’s oldest building material
in it’s newest, thinnest form.

– J.R.R. Tolkien

It’s Not Complicated:
54.01 is LESS THAN 59.95

$

$

GlossFire-B

®
*GranQuartz Website
Prices as of 4-04-2017

14421	Resin Snail Lock, 50 Grit

$54.01

$59.95

14422

Resin Snail Lock, 100 Grit

$54.01

$59.95

14423

Resin Snail Lock, 200 Grit

$54.01

$59.95

14424

Resin Snail Lock, 500 Grit

$54.01

$59.95

14425

Resin Snail Lock, 1,000 Grit

$54.01

$59.95

14426

Resin Snail Lock, 2,000 Grit

$54.01

$59.95

14438

Resin Snail Lock, Buff Grit

$54.01

$59.95

5˝ Resin Snail Lock GlossFire Polishing Wheel
®

Please note:

GlossFire-B ® is the new name for Toro-B resin polishing
wheels for horizontal in-line machines.

Same great product — funny new name.

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm eastern for Same Day Shipping.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Glossfire Polishing Wheels

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Young Michigan
Man Gets Size-28+
Shoes, Thanks to
3-D Printer

er!
l
l
e
S
#1 Popular
Most
Sealer

A

19-year-old Michigan
man who was previously in the Guinness Book
of World Records as the
world’s tallest teenager has
finally found an affordable
pair of shoes to fit his size28 feet, thanks to a 3-D
printer.
Broc Brown, who is 7
feet, 8 inches tall, has Sotos
Syndrome, also known as
cerebral gigantism, which
affects about one in every
15,000 people, the Jackson
Citizen Patriot reported.
Brown’s aunt, Stacy
Snyder, said that along with
abnormal size, Sotos causes
Brown to have chronic back
and knee pain, along with
other ailments. Snyder said
no one is sure when he will
stop growing.
“I can walk in a store and
walk out with five pairs of
shoes if I want to,” she said.
“He can’t.”
California-based Feetz
stepped in to help. The shoe
company uses an app to convert photos of someone’s
feet into a 3-D model, which
can be measured to create
custom-fit shoes manufactured by a 3-D printer.
Feetz CEO Lucy Beard
delivered a pair of black and
red shoes to Brown at his
home in Michigan Center.
The shoes were the colors of
Brown’s favorite basketball
team, the Chicago Bulls.
“Whoa,” Brown said.
“Heck, I don’t like them. I
love them. Thank you.”
Beard said it was a first for
the company.
“We’ve never done a shoe
this big before, but we’re
just excited to get Broc some
comfy shoes,” Beard said.
“We’re really just honored
to do this.”
Beard said Feetz shoes
cost between $99 and $250,
versus the typical custom-fit
shoes that cost a minimum
of $400 to $500.
–  –—,

Please turn to page 30

Stone Shield Penetrating Sealers

Q: Who Would Actually Test Countertops Against Stains Like
Ketchup, Mustard, Olive Oil, Wine, and Peanut Butter?

A: Your Customer. Are You Prepared?
formulated with the latest solvent-based
fluoropolymer technology to protect
against all oil and water-based stains.

Your Reputation Rides on Ketchup!

Think about it. Word of mouth is the best
advertising. How are your countertops
holding up? Often the difference between
a countertop that looks great for several
years and one that doesn’t is the sealer.

Stones Gotta Breathe

Unlike surface sealers, Stone Shield™
is a deep penetrating sealer that leaves
a natural look and feel, allowing the
stone to breathe. Small molecules allow
for deep penetration and long-lasting
protection of the stone without leaving a
surface film that quickly wears off.

Your Customer Doesn’t Know

It’s amazing, but most people do
not understand that stone is porous.
Neither do they understand that harsh
supermarket cleaners can harm sealers.
Not All Sealers are Created Equal

We Test So You Don’t Have To

Stone Shield™ Penetrating Sealers are
high performance, impregnator sealers
for all natural stone. Stone Shield™ is

The manufacturer of Stone Shield™
Penetrating Sealers constantly tests for
real life hazards. We know that you

don’t have time to test and verify all
the materials you use. That’s why we
offer the Braxton-Bragg unconditional
guarantee on the Stone Shield ™
Penetrating Sealer.
Honed, Leather, and Brushed Surfaces

These surfaces need even more
protection. That’s why we offer Stone
Shield ™ Penetrating Sealer in two
versions. One is for traditional Polished
Surfaces and one for Porous Surfaces
that need extra protection.

Won’t change color of stone
Odorless
FDA compliant solvent
Interior and exterior use

MADE IN THE USA

For Porous Surfaces

For Polished Surfaces

Item #

Description

MSRP

OUR Price

Item #

Description

MSRP

OUR Price

4453

Stone Shield ™ Penetrating Sealer, Quart

$51.95

$39.95

4450

Stone Shield™ Penetrating Sealer, Quart

$30.07

$23.07

4452

Stone Shield ™ Penetrating Sealer, Gallon

$134.95

$118.72

4451

Stone Shield™ Penetrating Sealer, Gallon

$74.95

$59.65

Coverage: 200-1,500 Sq. Feet/Gallon

www.braxton-bragg.com

Coverage: 1,000-1,500 Sq. Feet/Gallon

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Shield Penetrating Sealer

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The 2016 Pinnacle Awards

Mitchell Master Bath
Huntsville, Alabama

Continued from page 7

W

hen the Mitchells
built a new Tudorstyle residence in Huntsville,
Alabama, they wanted an
awe-inspiring master bathroom where they could relax
in luxury. They commissioned Janna S. Collins of
Matheny Goldmon Interiors
in Huntsville, Alabama, for
this task.
Janna Collins designed
the bathroom and worked
with Werner Stark of
Ceramic Harmony on the
layout and floor design. All
stones (marble and Brazilian
quartzite) were selected
by the clients and Janna
Collins. After the stones
were selected, a waterjet
pattern was used to break
up the large floor space.
The field pattern consisted
of Calacatta Caldia marble
bordered by Perla quartzite, and the tub platform
was fabricated out of Perla
quartzite.

2016 MIA+BSI Bath of the Year
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MIA+BSI Member Company
Ceramic Harmony Int., Inc.
Huntsville, Alabama
Stone Importer, Fabricator,
Installer and Designer

Other Project
Team Members
Bill and Ashley Mitchell
Clients

Matheny Goldmon
Interiors, LLC
Architect/Interior Designer

Kenneth Chandler Construction
General Contractor

Janna S. Collins ASID, IIDA
Stone Design
Interior Design

Stone
Calacatta Caldia Marble
Brazilian Perla Quartzite
––––––––

“Beautiful design.
The selection of stone
was critical to success.”
“Simple, elegant design
and well executed.”

Both vanities and sinks were
custom fabricated out of Perla
quartzite. Since the Mitchells
wanted a large shower, a design
was created incorporating Perla
quartzite large size slab panels
around the shower wainscot and
capped them with a custom molding. The walls above the wainscot
(up to approximately 10 feet)
were clad with Calacatta Caldia
marble large size slab panels and
again capped with a custom molding. Above these moldings, large
size Perla quartzite slab panels
were placed up to the ceiling. The
ceiling received large Calacatta
Caldia marble slabs trimmed
with a custom crown molding.
The windows and shower casing
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

was made with Calacatta Caldia
marble and Perla quartzite custom fabricated trim. The shower
floor was designed with a custom
fabricated channel covered with a
matching Calacatta Caldia marble
slab.
All fabrication was done inhouse at Ceramic Harmony’s
state of the art fabrication facility.
The cutting of the floor pattern
was done with a waterjet and the
profiles, trim, edges were done
on an Intermac CNC machine
and finished by hand. Sinks, vanities, and all final finishing and
touch up work was performed
by Ceramic Harmony’s stone
craftsmen.
Please turn to page 31

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Not-So-Sweet
Escape: Gelato
Leads Police to
Burglary Suspect

Michigan Man Gets Size-28 Shoes
Continued from page 28

Until he turned 18 in 2015 and could
no longer qualify, Brown was considered the tallest teenager in the world.
With his new shoes, he thinks he can
get back in the Guinness Book of World
Records.
“These definitely are the world’s largest 3-D-printed shoes,” he said.

Broc Brown, right, shows off his new
shoes with Feetz CEO Lucy Beard at
his grandmother’s home in Michigan
Center, Michigan. Brown, who has
Sotos Syndrome and is 7 feet, 6 inches
tall, was given a new pair of size-28+
shoes from Feetz. Feetz uses an app
to convert photos of someone’s feet
to a 3-D model, to build custom-sized
shoes using 3-D print technology.

P

olice in South Carolina were
able to nab a burglary suspect
when they linked gelato in his
possession to the same Italianstyle ice cream that had been stolen from a store.

Are You Paying More than

The Post and Courier of
Charleston reports that Charleston
police responded to a report of a
string of vandalisms at 12:30 a.m.
one Wednesday. Officers found
shattered glass at eight buildings
on the street and four more on a
street nearby.
Around 1 a.m., police found
20-year-old Robert Corbit Hodges
nearby. He was drunk, bleeding
and carrying a container of gelato.
Investigators determined the
gelato had been taken from
Burbages Grocery, one of the targeted businesses.
Hodges was arrested on charges
of second-degree burglary and
public intoxication. It’s unclear
if he has an attorney, but he certainly needs one experienced
using the munchies as an defense
for theft and property damage.

40¢ per Sink Cutout?
*Average sink is 4 linear feet

Scorpion CNC Finger Bits
™

Soft Bond for Hard Stone

™

Looking For The Right Finger Bit
to Tackle The Right Stone?

T

ransit police say they’ve
arrested a New Jersey
man who owes nearly $51,000
in unpaid tolls and fees.

Consider the Scorpion CNC Finger Bits...
With the Scorpion CNC Granite Finger Bit, this customer is
averaging 1100 feet per bit, which works out to about 40¢ per
sink. With his previous bit, he was only averaging 500 linear feet.

“After running it extensively we took it off
and it still had life after cutting 1,068 feet. We
realized it had given us over double the linear
feet of work from any fingerbit.”

The Scorpion Soft Bond Finger Bit is ideal for hard
stones like granite. Hard stone requires the finger bit
bond to be softer, so that the diamonds are exposed
sooner to cut the stone. Softer stones are milled best
with a finger bit that has a harder bond matrix, so that
the diamonds are not exposed as fast.
™

Item # Description

MSRP

OUR Price

16017

Scorpion™ CNC Granite Finger Bit, 20mm x 40mm,
1/2 Gas Thread, Orange, Twin Seg., 5,500-5,800 RPM

$174.95

$119.95

16018

Scorpion™ CNC Granite Finger Bit, 20mm x 40mm,
1/2 Gas Thread, Orange, 5 seg., 5,500-5,800 RPM

$174.95

$132.55

Josh, Stone Spectrum LLC

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Scorpion CNC Finger Bits

NJ Driver Nabbed
Owes $51,000 in
Unpaid Tolls, Fees

Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey police say
Tai Denunzio was arrested
around 7:40 a.m. one Tuesday
at the Lincoln Tunnel in
Weehawken, just outside New
York City.
The 50-year-old man from
West New York, New Jersey,
is charged with theft. It wasn’t
known if he’s retained an
attorney.
Authorities say Denunzio
owes $10,850 in tolls and
$40,100 in fees as the result
of 802 electronic toll payment
violations. That’s a lot of EZ
Pass abuse.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The 2016 Pinnacle Awards

2016 MIA+BSI Kitchen of the Year
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Private Residence
Weston, Massachusetts

Continued from page 29

N

estled into the serene suburban landscape of Weston,
Massachusetts, this remarkably clean, crisp, modern gourmet kitchen is a celebration of
functional design and stunning
aesthetics. Conceived by Erica
Brady of Downsview Kitchens
of Boston, the striking palette
of brushed metals, rich ebony
woods, high-gloss gray lacquered
cabinetry, and polished Calacatta
Saturnia marble creates a feeling
of drama and elegance perfectly
suited for entertaining.
United Marble Fabricators was
tasked with transforming 1-1/4
inch polished Calacatta Saturnia
marble slabs into mitered countertops and commanding mitered
cooking and eating islands, as
well as a dramatic full-height
backsplash that evokes the romantic notions of traditional
home cooking.
Considerable time and attention
to detail was paid by all parties –
designer, builder, and fabricator –
at the onset of the project to select
a marble material which would
not only satisfy the aesthetics of
the project but allow for precision

mitering to create the faux sixinch thickness that is seen at the
front of the stove and the twoinch thickness seen at all other
exposed edges. Once the material
selection was finalized, all of the
time and attention turned to the
layout. Using high-resolution
photography of the slabs, a digital rendering of the mitered countertops, islands, and full height
backsplash was created showing
how each part fit on the seven
slabs in order to maximize each
and every matching vein and striation in the kitchen.
The final result is an unmistakable expression of modernism, highlighted by the precision
craftsmanship of the polished
marble surfaces throughout this
suburban kitchen. This project is
a true celebration of craftsmanship, technology, and energetic
collaboration resulting in a gourmet kitchen that will continue
to delight this young family for
years to come.
Please turn to page 39
“This remarkably clean, crisp,
modern gourmet kitchen is a
celebration of functional
design and stunning
aesthetics.”

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

MIA+BSI Member Company
United Marble
Fabricators, Inc.

Watertown, Massachusetts
Stone Fabricator and Installer

Other Project
Team Members
Private Residence
Client

Downsview Kitchens
Designer

Dudley Builders
Builder

Marble and Granite, Inc.
(MIA+BSI Member Company)
Stone Supplier

Stone
Calacatta Saturnia
Polished Marble
––––––––

“Beautiful design.
The selection of stone
was critical to success.”
“Simple, elegant design
and well executed.”

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Slippery Rock Classifieds
Classified Ad Guidelines
Ads not meeting guidelines will not
be published.
•$30.00 per print ad, per month. Ads
June be renewed by contacting the
Slippery Rock Gazette. Free online ads!
•Maximum of 70 words or less per ad
•Payment must be made at the time ad is
submitted. Credit or Debit Card only. A
Credit Authorization Form is available
by fax, or download a PDF from the

Slippery Rock website.
•All faxed ads must be typed–No handwritten ads–No exceptions.
•Please review all your ad info before
submitting– NO refunds will be given
for ads that are submitted with the
wrong contact info or content and then
published.
•Best way to submit an ad is by going
online at www.slipperyrockgazette.net
for a free ad, or use the online form for
a print ad, then fax payment to 865-6888254, (Attn: Karen Richards).

2017 Classified Ad Deadlines
Issue
June 2017
July 2017
August 2017

Ad Submission Deadline
Wednesday, April 29, 2017
Wednesday, May 24, 2017
Wednesday, June 28, 2017

For Sale

Business Opportunities

FOR SALE: 48˝ Hensel/Burkhardt
Bridge Saw 567/105P 2004 - 5 axis
CNC; 25,381 operating hours; always
in heated building; equipped with
STi3 - 2010 software for profiling/
milling; comes with 12 blades; asking $79,900. Buyer disassemble at
Cheyenne, WY location; Overhead
crane in place for loading. Call Eldon
Strid at 307-631-1998 or email:
mail@stridmarble.com
___________

How Many More Sales Do You
Want This Month? Let’s partner up
and grow your business. We have been
helping granite fabricators since 2009
go from commercial to build a direct
to consumer marketing channel. With
over 20 million in countertop sales at
this time, we will help you Sell More
Granite. Call 877-877-1916 or visit
www.FireUps.com for more details.
_____________

Help Wanted
Calling Fabricators and Stone
Industry Leaders to Colorado!!
We want you!! Stone Fabricators,
Shop Supervisors, Templaters, CNC
Operators, and Installers Wanted
Now!! - Eligibility for a signing
bonus based on verified experience!
- Stone fabricators & machine operators wanted for a growing company
in Colorado. - We are a large facility
seeking full-time fabricators and co to
join our growing company. - Day and
night shifts are available with room to
grow with the company - A drug test
is required upon hire. If you would
like to join our team, please reply to
morgan@planetgranite.us with your
resume and any questions you may
have.
_____________

Services
Buy Buy Brazil! Do you need someone dependable and trustworthy for all
your imports in Brazil? Count on me
from ordering to landing the inspected
bundles at your door. Email Albert at
al@malfacini.com or call 918-2490786.
_____________

cators that purchase their supplies
directly from us. It is easy to sign up
and we do all of the work for you!
All you have to do is let us know that
you’re interested in becoming a participant in this program and we will
print for you custom postcards and
brochures to hand out to your clients
and prospective customers interested
in your countertop services.
The postcards and brochures will be

printed with your company name
and address. You will also receive a
unique discount code that is linked
to your Braxton-Bragg account, so
that we can track your customers, for
you to receive a rebate from us when
someone purchases Supreme Surface
Products. For more information about
this program, please contact one of
our salesmen at 800-575-4401, and
visit www.consumerstonecare.com

Readers Please Note:
The information contained in our
Classifieds section is provided by
third parties and not an endorsement
of particular products, companies or
employers. The SRG encourages all
interviewing employers to carefully
conduct prescreening of all prospective employees, and purchasers of used
equipment are encouraged to use caution and common sense.

Thassos White Marble

®

Stone Care

Buy factory direct. We ship all over the U.S.
Buy from the #1 U.S. source for White Thassos since 1988! We
produce the whitest Thassos available in slabs, 2cm, 3cm and
tiles 12 x 12, 18 x 18 and 24 x 24, with over 150,000 sq. feet in
our Houston warehouse.

Braxton-Bragg’s Supreme Surface
Stone Care Program. Braxton-Bragg
firmly believes in offering not only the
best products for stone fabricators and
installers, but also in providing our
customers with a way to retain and
maintain great working relationships
with their customer base. This is why
we have launched Supreme Surface
Stone Care Program for stone fabri-

Call for more information
T. 713-521-1414
1-877-815-1414 (toll-free)
F. 713-521-2206

2502 Dunlavy • Houston, Texas 77006
www.eurostonemarble.com

DEMO & CLOSEOUT
T ools and E quipment

PAINT MARKERS

DEAL$ & STEAL$!

TOUGH TOOLS

FOR USE
IN ALL
FABRICATION

Writes on
Most Surfaces

Once They’re Gone — They’re Gone!
• #1778299 Demo Flex PLW-923 Air Polisher, $149
• (10) #1415899 Demo Raptor Portable Saws, $499
• 17920199 Demo Omni Cubed VCA Seam Setter, 6˝ cups, $495
• 922399 Slightly used Abaco 75 Pro Series Lifter, $375
• #9235099 Slightly used Abaco 50 Pro Series Slab Lifter, $315
• #1793799 Rebuilt Barranca Air Polisher, rebuilt, $250

. Metal . Plastic
. Rubber . Glass
. Wood . Stone
. Wet . Oily Surfaces
and much more!

METAL, GRANITE & MARBLE

1-800-851-8464

Call For
FREE
Samples

Call 800-575-4401 or visit the CLOSE OUTS page
at www.braxton-bragg.com

METAL TIP

Dr. Fred Makes House Calls

S

MENHIR 320

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1300 X 600

• 352 TON SPLITTING FORCE
• MP 3RB MANIPULATOR
• 51.18” BLADE LENGTH
• 23.62” SPLITTING HEIGHT
• 19.38” PER SECOND DESCENT

tone Forensics is now offering custom, in-house training! Let us come to you
and provide in-depth training in all
aspects of:

Fabrication & Installation
Repair & Restoration
Countertop Polishing
Historic Restoration
Engineered Stone Repair
Countertop Installation
Stone Forensics & Stone
Failure Analysis

• BTS 3X1 INBOUND AND OUTBOUND CONVEYORS

Our advanced training can result in increased
job satisfaction, employee morale and motivation,
and reduce turnover. Increase your capacity to
adopt new technologies, and increase efficiency in
processes resulting in better ROI and profits.

www.ApexEquipmentInternational.com

Call for a quote 321-514-6845 or fhueston@gmail.com

• 18.06” PER SECOND RETRACT
• HYDRAULIC FLUID HEATING ELEMENTS
• 22 KW VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT PUMP

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

ApexEquipIntl@Aol.com
(518) 499-0602

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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How Is Insurance Like a Parachute?
Continued from page 23

4. Insurance Company Refuses
To Pay – This occurs when a
business has a loss for which it
has purchased commercial insurance, but the insurance company
is slow to pay or refuses to pay
a claim.

Is there an insurance
approach that addresses
all four issues?
ERM with a CIC can solve
all four “inadequate parachute”
problems listed above.
Regarding problem #1, captive
insurance policies can fill gaps in
insurance coverage and address
exclusions in existing commercial policies.  
Regarding problem #2, captive
insurance policies can be (and are
often) written to address risks not
insured by commercial carriers.
Also, captive policies can insure
risks that are expensive to insure
because premiums paid aren’t a
sunk cost. Commercial insurance
is a sunk cost. In years with no
claims, premiums paid are gone
forever.  

How can you avoid these four
common situations where
businesses may have purchased insurance, but it isn’t
there when they need it?

Regarding problem #3, captive
policies can be crafted with few
exclusions. Quite often, commercial policies are designed
to protect the insurer. Properly
structured captive policies are
exactly the opposite; they are tailored to protect the insured.  
Finally, regarding problem #4,
the captive is far less likely to be
hostile to the insured in the event
of a claim as the CIC is owned by
the insured!
Since 2005, CIC Services has
helped business owners ensure
they have THE RIGHT parachute
- one that is there and working
properly when they need it!

This KDrill core
bit drilled 2,972
holes. How
many could
you get?

Call Daryl Sims at 877-493-0394 and tell
him that you are ready to be wowed!

Advances in stone working machinery and CNC Tooling have improved drastically in recent
years. KDrill Thin Wall Core Bits offer superior speed and life. Our customers have reported from
600 to 2,972 holes from one core bit.
Braxton-Bragg offers KDrill CNC Core Bits that will save you time and money. Simply put, these
core bits last longer! They also offer faster cutting speeds on granite and quartz.

•Works equally well on granite & quartz
•Faster cutting speed
•Exceptionally long life
W!
E
N
•½ gas thread
•Available in 1/4” to 3”
Item # Description

“Sound, & sound doctrine,
may pass through a Ram’s
Horn and a Preacher, without straightening the one,
or amending the other.”
– Benjamin Franklin
It’s An Ill Wind…
Tornado Carries Wedding Memories from Illinois to Indiana

M

ementos of a southern
Illinois couple’s wedding
and engagement have been found
nearly 50 miles away after a tornado tore their home from its
foundation.
A bag containing an engagement picture, wedding day

invitations and a bride’s garter
was whisked from Charlie and
Kim Jacobs’ home in Crossville,
Illinois, when the tornado hit
around 10 p.m. on February 28.
The bag was later found— intact — on Tracy Vinson’s farm
in Hazleton, Indiana, according to
WFIE-TV.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for KDrill NCC Core Bits

Actual KDrill
Core Bit used by
Stone Spectrum

KDrill Blind Hole Core Bits

LOW Intro Price

19407

KDrill CNC Blind Hole Core Bit, 1/4”

$43.95

19408

KDrill CNC Blind Hole Core Bit, 5/16”

$47.95

19409

KDrill CNC Blind Hole Core Bit, 3/4”

$51.95

19410

KDrill CNC Blind Hole Core Bit, 1/2”

$59.95

19400

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 1”

$61.39

19401

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 1-1/4”

$64.95

19402

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 1-3/8”

$74.95

19403

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 1-1/2”

$79.95

19404

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 2”

19405

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 2-1/2”

$129.61

19406

KDrill CNC Core Bit, 3”

$164.74

$94.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

“I was like, ‘I gotta find these
people,’” Vinson told the television station. “This might be the
one thing they have left from their
home.”
She posted photos on Facebook
— and was able to track the couple down about 90 minutes later,
thanks to dozens of comments and
the post being shared.
“I was like, in tears, and I haven’t even met these people yet,”
Vinson said. “I could imagine, if

it happened to me, I would definitely want someone to.”

Charlie and Kim Jacobs say
they’re amazed the photos and
other mementos traveled so far,
and arrived relatively undamaged. Vinson and the couple plan
to meet.
The tornado was on the ground
for more than 50 minutes in the
area between Carmi, Illinois,
and Oakland City, Indiana.
Forecasters estimated the maximum wind speed at more than
150 mph.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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NEW

Stone Restoration and
Maintenance Corner
Mess to Masterpiece

For Stock Removal and
Honing Scratches on
Internal Radiuses, Use...
Continued from page 17

Scorpion™ CNC Vacuum-Brazed

Sink Profile Wheels

•Can be used on any type of stone
•All brazed sink wheels feature center water feed
•Available in ½ Gas thread
•Vacuum-brazed sink wheels with ½ Gas attachments are ideal for
CNC applications
•They have only one diamond layer and do not change their shape
•Consequently, the shape of the internal radius is the same all around
Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

55023

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1/2” D, 50 Grit

$159.95

$103.95

55024

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1/2” D, 100 Grit $159.95

$103.95

55025

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1/2” D, 200 Grit $159.95

$103.95

55026

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1/2” D, 400 Grit $159.95

$103.95

55027

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1” D, 50 Grit

$183.95

$119.95

55028

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1” D, 100 Grit

$183.95

$119.95

55029

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1” D, 200 Grit

$183.95

$119.95

55030

Scorpion™ Brazed Profile Wheel, T-30, (3cm), R3, 1” D, 400 Grit

$183.95

$119.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Scorpion CNC Sink Profile Wheels

I had the experience, just
not the smarts to slow down
and smell the roses, or in
this case, precast stone made
to look like slate!
Having been in this industry for so long, I do have a
network of industry peers to
reference, and believe you
me, I did just that! I finally
talked to an old friend who
happens to be the owner of a
precast materials company.
He told me that the white
film I was attacking with the
paint stripper was more than
likely a type of gelcoat material that was resisting the
stripper. It was this gelcoat
that gave the surface of the
precast stone its slate-like
color and appearance.
So now that we knew there
was no stripping this ugly
mess off the surface of the
stones, we had to develop a
completely new strategy for
successfully completing the
project.
We tested with dye and
sealer, and tested some
more. We knew we had to
restore the original charcoal
black color to the stone in
order to satisfy the owners.
We finally settled on an
achievable solution by painting the stone with an enamel
floor paint, and then sealing
both the stone and grout
with a durable, water-based

My wife pointed out that
the front porch “slate”
was actually precast
stone, the same floor
surface as inside, without
the years of urethane.

acrylic designed for pavers.
The problem with this
scenario was that we had to
hand-paint each stone while
trying to keep the grout
clean. It took time, but we
were able to accomplish this
feat. Once the several coats
of paint had dried overnight,
we came back the next day
and sealed the floor twice
with the acrylic sealer.

This was one of the biggest blunders I can remember making, but all is well
that ends well. I will say that
the project turned out quite
nice and the owners were
very happy with the results.
We gave them proper maintenance products and instructions before we pulled
out of the driveway, hopefully for the last time – at
least work-related, anyway.
Sooner or later, we will
all run into that nightmare
project that catches us by
surprise. In my case, it
was complacency and over
confidence that were my
downfall. So, I cannot stress
enough: always submit a test
area to confirm the results
and procedure before general application, and please
consult your distributor for
direction, products, and
technical support.

Bob Murrell has worked
in the natural stone industry for over 40 years
and is well known for
his expertise in natural
stone, tile and decorative
concrete restoration and
maintenance. He helped
develop some of the main
products and processes
which revolutionized the
industry, and is currently
the Director of Operations
for M3 Technologies.
The moral of the story?
TEST the material before
charging ahead!

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Braxton-Bragg Slashes CNC Prices — AGAIN!
All in stock with IMMEDIATE Delivery!
• Pos. 1 – Segmented
• Pos. 2-4 Sintered
• Pos. 5 – Metal pre-polish
• Pos. 6-7 Long life ceramic polish

CNC Tool

Pos. 1

Pos. 2

Pos. 3

Pos. 4
Sintered

Metal Pre-Polish

Pos. 5

Pos. 6

Complete
Pos. 7		
Ceramic

Set

Segmented

Sintered

Sintered

Ceramic

A-30 R15

Radius

$296.67

$198.33

$149.50

$132.17

$132.17

$78.00

$78.00

$1,064.84

A-30 R5

Radius

$283.33

$171.17

$132.17

$112.67

$112.67

$78.00

$78.00

$968.01

Demi
Bullnose

$380.00

$290.00

$280.00

$240.00

$240.00

$98.00

$98.00

$1,626.00

Bevel

$308.33

$197.17

$160.33

$145.20

$145.17

$76.67

$76.67

$1,109.54

FG-30

Ogee
Bullnose

$450.00

$320.00

$290.00

$280.00

$280.00

$95.00

$95.00

$1,810.00

FZ-30

Ogee
Straight

$303.33

$251.33

$199.33

$192.83

$192.83

$88.00

$88.00

$1,315.65

T-20 R3

Double
Eased

$280.00

$320.00

$260.00

$260.00

$260.00

$80.00

$70.00

$1,530.00

T-30 R3

Double
Eased

$283.33

$364.00

$357.50

$338.00

$338.00

$86.67

$86.67

$1,854.17

T-30 R6

Double
Eased

$285.00

$365.00

$360.00

$340.00

$340.00

$87.00

$87.00

$1,864.00

V-30 R15

Full
Bullnose

$286.67

$403.33

$300.00

$364.00

$364.00

$82.00

$82.00

$1,882.00

Z-30

Straight

$333.33

$163.33

$150.00

$150.00

$150.00

$75.83

$75.83

$1,098.32

B-30 R30
E-30

Braxton-Bragg offers superb quality
CNC Tooling in the most popular profiles!
Viper ® CNC Tooling is the only CNC tooling system featuring a 6mm layer of
diamonds on each profile wheel, including the polishing steps, ensuring the
longest tool life in the industry.
The Viper CNC Tooling system features seven steps – 5 metal and 2 ceramic
polishing steps. This allows you to complete the job faster than any other
CNC system in the stone industry. All of our CNC tooling is accompanied by
data sheets with complete set-up information including pre-calibrated setting
parameters, detailed operating information, and maintenance instructions.
®

All tools are carefully balanced and inspected by strict quality control
standards. All of our CNC profiles are produced with a standard 35mm bore.

www.braxton-bragg.com

Shape

EAT
R
G
E
SAM UCT!
PROD PRICE!
OW
NEW L T’S NOT

WHA IKE?
TO L

WHY PAY
OUTRAGEOUS

PRICES?

Call Daryl Sims at
877-493-0394
if you are ready to improve
your CNC tooling performance.

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper CNC Profile Wheels

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Finally, a Manufacturer Who Listens to a Repairman
Now the Strongest Guarantee in the Industry—12 Months!

Road Closed;
Gone Fishin’

A

gas and utility company
working on a Detroit,
Michigan, street dug a fourfoot-wide, 15-foot-long, several-foot-deep hole – and then
just left it there.

ONLY

$

S lippery R ock G azette

5
9
9
,
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Meanwhile, thanks to a broken water main nearby, the hole
quickly filled with water. For
three years, community members asked the city for help, but
they came up empty (unlike the
hole).
I am Bill Roberts and I approve this message!

Hercules Single Speed
with Hydroplaning System
®

A Repairman’s Story
My name is Bill Roberts and I repair routers
for Braxton-Bragg. Over the years, I have
worked on hundreds of routers made by
most manufacturers including Sector,
Stinger, MEM and others.

I Have Seen a Lot of Wear and Tear…
Routers get a lot of hard use. Some parts
simply wear out, and some occasionally
break. Over the years I saw patterns and
often wondered why manufacturers did not
beef up more of the critical parts.

Nobody Listened

Little Things Matter
Often it was the little things that mattered.
An engineer in a lab does not know the real
world of a stone shop, and how the shape
of the power cord, the thickness of a belt,
or the type of bearings used can affect
performance.

Single Phase Power
It costs more to produce a powerful router
with single phase power than with 3-phase,
but when asked about making it 3-phase, I
told them that many shops only had single
phase power…and they listened!

From time to time, I communicated ideas
but for the most part, did not see any
changes.

21 Improvements Later
Well, to make a long story short, the
manufacturer
has
implemented
21
improvements in the design of the Hercules
Router. These improvements make it perform
better and last longer. I believe you will agree
with me that this is the most reliable router
you have ever used.
®

Now the BEST Guarantee
in the Industry—12 Months!
Because of the changes, the router is now
backed by a 12-month guarantee—the
longest in the industry. I would have to
say that this is the most reliable router that
Braxton-Bragg has ever sold.

Finally, Somebody Did
Then about three years ago, I was asked
to provide detailed information on my
experience with Hercules Routers. Since
Hercules is our best-selling router, I had a
lot of practice repairing them. Now I finally
got the chance to take one completely apart
and find the most worn components.
®

®

Item # Description
55095
		

MSRP

OUR Price

Hercules Router Edge Profiling Machine, Single Speed $3,448.95
with Hydroplaning System

$1,995.00

®

F.O.B. Knoxville, TN

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Hey Umpire, Whattayou, Drunk?

D

runken umpires making questionable calls seems like a
cliché, but at one Alabama high
school baseball game, police say
the answer was, “Yep, that is pretty
accurate.”

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Hercules Edge Profiling Machine

Neighbors turned their urban
crater into a glorious fishing
spot by filling it with carp,
bluegills, and even goldfish.
One neighbor told fox2detriot,
“Why not do something positive out of something negative
in our community?”
Thanks to the publicity, says
the Detroit Free Press, the leak
was fixed, the hole patched, and
the fish removed to a bathtub in
preparation for their new home
in a community garden pond.

Bulletin Blunders
Continued from page 12

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

intoxication charges after he was arrested for officiating at a high school
baseball game while drunk.
Priceville police say Derek Bryant
was arrested that Monday with only
one inning left in a junior varsity
game at Priceville High School.
WAAY-TV reports a north Police were called after coaches
Alabama umpire faces public said they smelled alcohol on the

Enter Community Action

Hey, Ex-Ump Bryant:
Don’t drink and call strikes.
Leave that to the fans.

tipsy Ump Bryant.
At the time of his arrest, Bryant
had been making calls for several
hours, but no one saw him drink
alcohol at the baseball field.
After his arrest, Bryant admitted to police that he had been
drinking earlier.
Bryant has yet to answer the
charge in Priceville municipal
court. “Yer out! And fired!”
sounds like an appropriate call.

The pastor would appreciate it
if the ladies of the Congregation
would lend him their electric girdles for the pancake breakfast
next Sunday.
––––
Weight Watchers will meet at
7 PM at the First Presbyterian
Church. Please use large double
door at the side entrance.
––––
…And this one just about sums
them all up:
Associate Pastor Mike unveiled
the church’s new campaign slogan last Sunday: “I Upped My
Pledge – Up Yours.”

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Up to 300% Longer Life...
Designed to give you professional results using Hercules, Master, Magnum, and Sector, when fabricating stone
countertops. These fabricator-tested router bits use a special manufacturing process that bonds an extra-thick
layer of diamond abrasives to help you achieve great results, and up to 300% longer life.
Position 1 is a Metal Bond/Sintered Router Bit. This very aggressive and long lasting first step is used for quick
stock removal and rough edge shaping. Supplied with 2 bearings. The first bearing is over-sized to allow the
second tool to refine the profile edge. The second bearing is used when only using the first profile bit.
Position 2 is a Metal Bond/Sintered Router Bit. This second step removes lines, leaving a smooth, honed finish
on the edge making it ready for polishing.
Pos. 1

Pos. 2

•Position 1 comes with 2 bearings
•Use pos. 1 bearing when following it with pos. 2 wheel
•Recommend running speed is 9,000 RPM
•6mm layer of diamonds for long tool life
•Same geometry as Viper CNC profile wheels
•8 & 10mm bolts included with all bits

2cm Radius
Router Bits

Item # Description		

2cm Ogee
Router Bits
MSRP OUR Price

ED
GN L
I
S
DE
ALS!
R
FOOUTER
R
LL 401
A
C 75-4
-5
800
Pos. 1

Item # Description		

Pos. 2

MSRP OUR Price

55000

Viper A-20 (2cm), Radius Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$275.95

$179.95

55006

Viper F-20 (2cm), Ogee Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$349.95

$227.95

55001

Viper A-20 (2cm), Radius Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$248.95

$161.95

55007

Viper F-20 (2cm), Ogee Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$334.95

$217.95

Pos. 1

Pos. 2

Item # Description		
55020
55021

Viper A-30 (3cm), Radius Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		
Viper A-30 (3cm), Radius Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		
Pos. 1

Pos. 2

3cm Ogee
Router Bits

3cm Radius
Router Bits
MSRP OUR Price
$415.95
$386.95

Item # Description		

Pos. 2

MSRP OUR Price

$270.95

55008

Viper F-30 (3cm), Ogee Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$423.95

$275.95

$251.95

55009

Viper F-30 (3cm), Ogee Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$340.95

$221.95

2cm Full
Bullnose
Router Bits

2cm Demi
Bullnose
Router Bits

Item # Description		

Pos. 1

MSRP OUR Price

Pos. 1

Item # Description		

Pos. 2

MSRP OUR Price

55002

Viper B-20 (2cm), Demi Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$388.95

$252.95

55014

Viper V-20 (2cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$362.95

$235.95

55003

Viper B-20 (2cm), Demi Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$379.95

$246.95

55015

Viper V-20 (2cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$357.95

$232.95

Pos. 1

Pos. 2

3cm Full
Bullnose
Router Bits

3cm Demi
Bullnose
Router Bits

Item # Description		

MSRP OUR Price

Pos. 1

Item # Description		

Pos. 2

MSRP OUR Price

55004

Viper B-30 (3cm), Demi Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$519.95

$337.95

55016

Viper V-30 (3cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$555.95

$361.95

55005

Viper B-30 (3cm), Demi Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$508.95

$330.95

55017

Viper V-30 (3cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$526.95

$342.95

Pos. 1

Pos. 2

2cm Bevel
Router Bits

Item # Description		
55010
55011

Viper E-20 (2cm), Bevel Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		
Viper E-20 (2cm), Bevel Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		
Pos. 1

Pos. 2

4cm Full
Bullnose
Router Bits
MSRP OUR Price
$328.95
$312.95

Item # Description		

MSRP OUR Price

55018

Viper V-40 (4cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$611.95

$397.95

$203.95

55019

Viper V-40 (4cm), Full Bullnose Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$583.95

$379.95

5cm Straight Z
Profile Router Bit
MSRP OUR Price

55012

Viper E-30 (3cm), Bevel Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 1		

$472.95

$307.95

55013

Viper E-30 (3cm), Bevel Router Profile Wheel, Pos. 2 		

$443.95

$288.95

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper Diamond Profile Wheels

Pos. 2

$213.95

3cm Bevel
Router Bits

Item # Description		

Pos. 1

Item # Description		
10459

Viper Z-50 (5cm), Straight Z Router Profile Wheel,		
Pos. 1, 36 Grit, 2” OD x 2” H, 9,000 RPM Max

MSRP OUR Price
$292.95

$190.95

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Phenix
Marble Co.

S lippery R ock G azette
“We are mining five days a week to produce for current orders,

and additionally trying to fill our yard with blocks for customers
to view first-hand,” says David Karr, executive v.p. of Phenix.

Continued from page 26

“We’ve done a lot of projects
where it’s Phenix or Carthage material that we were trying to duplicate, and we really didn’t have to
go around the quarry and search
for a match. It really was just luck
of timing that we got to supply this
renovation. It was a great project,
and it made us get the quarry up
and running quickly. We produced
over 80 blocks for it during the
summer of 2016.”
Conco partnered-up on the
Missouri State Capitol project
with Quarra Stone Company LLC,
located in Madison, Wisconsin,
explained Karr. “Quarra Stone
had experience with handling
large projects, and we relied on
them for shop drawings and field
templating. So we really teamed
on it. We made the pavers and
they made the steps. The finished
components were then delivered to
the job simultaneously. The first
phase was completed in December
(see “Historic Ozarks Quarry
Supplies Missouri State Capitol
Renovation,” March 2016 Slippery
Rock). There is a second phase,
and we will submit our stone when
bidding begins on that job, too.”
“Napoleon Gray is the stone
that put Phenix, Missouri on the
map and it was distributed all
over the country in the 20th century. There is no reason to think
it’s any less beautiful and durable
now than it was then,” continued
Mary. “It is very high-density and
wears incredibly well, even for

Phenix Marble’s Standish steel narrow belt saw can produce any thickness; their GMM face polisher produces kitchen-grade polished slabs.

those homeowners that are concerned and timid about the wear
factor of marble as a countertop.
People see the proof, and it does
a lot for the marketing itself.
Additionally, the sealer we tested
from Braxton-Bragg (Stone Shield
for porous stone) is everything
that we thought it would be. I left
some wine on our test countertop
for two hours and came back, and
there was no staining or etching!”

Modern style fireplace showcasing the Napoleon cut;
design and fabrication by Freddie Flores.

Karr: “Yes, the physical nature
of Phenix materials enables you to
do so many things. It looks beautiful polished to a glassy smooth
finish, or honed. The stone is also
carveable. Just look at the Missouri
Capital building with its ornate
carvings that have weathered well.
People sometimes ask, ‘It’s marble and it’s soft, so will it stain?’
Usually when we get that question
from clients, we refer them to the
restaurants in town that feature
Phenix marble on their countertops
and tables. We don’t hesitate to direct people to it and tell them that
this is what it looks like after ten
years of serving meals on it, day
after day. It performs great in these
areas, and normally we don’t have
to do anything else.”

finishes. So we are really a group
of straight-shooters with integrity
and honest dealings.
“Our corporate mission has always been to be an industry leader,
and that extends into safety compliance and the use of technology.
If you come and tour our facilities,
you’ll see that we are operating
at the top of the industry in terms
of best practices. The rebirth of
the Phenix Marble Company is a
marriage of the people who love
the story, love the mining, and
are happy to go down the learning curve quickly. It’s also the
marriage that’s tied to a privately
owned Missouri company that has
a long, deep culture and the ability to implement. It’s one thing to
love and have passion about something, and it’s another thing when
you can execute. We’ve got that
together, and that’s what allows
us to bring back this quarry in a
credible way.
“We do need to get our stone
into more showrooms around the
country and display these big,
beautiful slabs of Napoleon and
Fleuri. Reaching out to fabricators
and designers, to let them know
that the stone is available, is really
what our focus is right now. We
met with a large fabricator and
their entire sales staff last week,
and we now have our first truckload of slabs going to California.”
Mary: “We’ve been keeping our
eyes on kitchen trends, and it looks
like white kitchens are always
going to be popular, but we’ve noticed a lot more people are using
colors like terracotta, warm neutrals and darker tones. So we’re
hoping that during this small shift
from bright white, we can introduce people to our stone. We’ve
done kitchens, vanities and rustic
fireplaces, and our Phenix stone
complements all of these very
well. We’ve sent out samples to

designers and fabricators throughout America and Canada and received general inquires wanting to
know about the operation and the
stone itself.”
Karr: “The ledges are big and
solid and beautiful, and we are getting a very good yield out of the
blocks. It doesn’t matter that there
is a vertical seam here or there that
we may have to work around from
time to time, because the stone can
be used so efficiently for the types
of materials we produce. If a block
has an end crack in it, we’re not
going to make a countertop out of
it; we’ll simply take it to the splitter. Environmentally, this is a very
good thing.
“Just last week we had an individual reach out to us with a stack
of the most interesting old photos.
In its heyday, the Phenix Marble
Company employed 150 people,
and Phenix was a company town
with all of the families living in
houses close by. A lot of that history is still here in the second and
third generations of the folks that
still live in the area. It’s been fun
to reconnect with these people,
and I’m happy when historic stuff
just pops up. I’ll be even happier
when I see Phenix material delivered nationally and gain back the
same prominence it had back in
the 1920s.”
Geologists can only estimate
how many cubic feet of prime
marble and limestone lie uncovered. What is certain is that the
sleeping giant has awakened and
is back in business.
The Phenix Marble Company
is a member of the MIA and the
national and local chapters of
the Association of Preservation
Technology. For more information and samples go to www.
Phenixmarble.com .

This private residence showcases the beautiful texture of the
dimensional stone products available from the Phenix quarry.

The Future
Karr continues: “We are a bunch
of laid-back Midwestern people
that do things with a handshake.
You can trust us to do what we say
we are going to do, and you can
count on that. That really matters
in this business, because things
change and issues come up, and
how you work through those issues really determines how a job
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Award of Merit: Commercial Interior

Inspiration Slope/Green Hills Memorial Park
Rancho Palos Verdes, California
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Chelsea, Alabama
Stone Supplier

Continued from page 31

O

ver twenty years ago,
Green Hills Memorial
Park began a vision of expansion in the cemetery to
include every possible option for burials, including
gardens and estates, anchored by a signature mausoleum building.
The Inspiration Slope
Mausoleum project fulfilled this vision, and the
stone selection was the
major part of this accomplishment. The Green Hills
Management Team worked
with architect Patrick
Fly, mausoleum builder
McCleskey Construction
Co., and stone supplier ASI
Stone Imports, Inc. to create a building that achieved
an aesthetically pleasing
design. To select the stone

Other Project
Team Members

that would satisfy their expectations, the team went to
Marmomac in Verona, Italy,
the largest annual exhibition
of stone in the world. The
stone selected for its remarkable beauty was from
the marble quarry known
as Palissandro, north of
Milan, Italy. A.S.I. worked
in conjunction with fabricator Bruno Rogari, who was
familiar with the special
aspects of this stone. Three
variations of stone (Bronzo,
Bronzetto, and Tigrato)
were chosen for different
areas of the building.
The client requested the
marble to be cut and installed with continuous
vein matching on each elevation, some of which
were over 100 feet long. If
even one piece was broken
in fabrication, shipping, or

Green Hills Memorial
Park
Client

Patrick Fly
Architect/Designer

McCleskey
Construction
General Contractor

Bruno Rogari
Stone Fabricator

Marble Pros
Stone Installer

Stone
Palissandro Bronzo
Marble
Palissandro Bronzetto
Marble
Palissandro Tigrato
Marble

Announcing the Stone Pro

SR2 Vacuum Support Rail System
Have you ever done the fabricator’s “twist and shout?”
Imagine you’re carrying a sink section of countertop and
suddenly you twist the slab a little too much, hear a crack
and shout in frustration. That’s what the twist and shout is
all about.
Fortunately, it doesn’t have to be this way thanks to this
brand new system.
It is simply awesome! It adds rigidity to sink cutouts so you
can avoid the dreaded “twist and shout.”
No one in the stone industry has anything like this that can
vacuum to stone that has a textured surface. It also works
great on polished stone surfaces as well.

––––––––
“The technical skill in setting
such large-scale stone walls
bookmatched so carefully
makes this a winning project.”

installation, it would compromise the appearance of
the entire elevation. The
stone became the “wow”
factor in the equation of
the entire design. The commitment and determination
incorporated into the creation of Inspiration Slope
Mausoleum have been the
basis of a story of inspiration in and of itself.
Please turn to page 40
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

MADE IN THE USA

Item # Description
2743
		
		
		

OUR Price

Stone Pro SR2 Combo Pack Vacuum Support
$597.95
Rails With Rechargeable Cups, Includes:
(1) 3-1/2 Ft Rail, (1) 7 Ft Rail, (1) Charger
(4) Suction Cups, including one rechargeable master cup

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Scorpion™ CNC Sink & Seam Wheels
At Last! Sink Wheels that
Maintain a True Shape!
Braxton-Bragg is proud to offer our customers these exceptional center
water feed sink wheels. They are made for us by a well known ISO9001
certified manufacturer and are of the highest quality.

These Sink Wheels are designed to be used on CNC machines.
Fabricators Tip:
Item #55146 - #55149: ½˝ Brazed Sink Wheels are ideal for use with Quartz, and have been
designed for inside zero radius sinks.
Items #10431 - #10433: 1˝ Brazed Sink Wheels are good tools to use for inside sink cutouts,
corners and for tiny radiuses.
Items #10434 - #10436: 2˝ Brazed Sink Wheels are typically used for smoothing out the seams
before joining two stone slabs together.

• Tough, reliable and long lasting
• Use on all types of stone
• Vacuum brazed bond

• 1/2 gas thread fits CNC or
		 radial arm machines
• Will maintain true shape
• Center water feed

Item # Description

MSRP

OUR Price

55146

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1/2” x 2”, 50 Grit

$115.95

$71.95

55147

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1/2” x 2”, 100 Grit

$94.95

$64.95

55148

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1/2” x 2”, 200 Grit

$94.95

$64.95

55149

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1/2” x 2”, 400 Grit

$61.95

$53.95

10431

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1” x 2”, 50 Grit

$134.95

$89.95

10432

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1” x 2”, 100 Grit

$134.95

$89.95

10433

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 1” x 2”, 200 Grit

$134.95

$89.95

10434

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 2” x 2”, 50 Grit

$149.95

$99.95

10435

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 2” x 2”, 100 Grit

$149.95

$99.95

10436

Scorpion™ Brazed Sink Wheel, 2” x 2”, 200 Grit

$149.95

$99.95

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Scorpion CNC Sink Profile Wheels

Hungarian Chapel
Washington, DC

T

Continued from page 39

his small yet ornate chapel is dedicated to
the Hungarian people and their patron St.
Stephen. It is co-funded by the Hungarian government and the Catholic Cardinal of Hungary.
The stone used in the chapel was quarried in
Hungary.
The main color (buff Sutto limestone) has
a long history of use in Hungary, and the
main accent (Royal Hungarian Red marble)
has been used in such important sites as the
Saint Stephen’s Cathedral in Budapest. This
rich marble adorns the altar, the entry solid
column shafts, the floor, and the frames of the
bas-relief carvings. The minor accent (Siklos
Green marble) is a very rare marble used in the
Hungarian Parliament mosaic floors. Although
it is no longer quarried, Rugo Stone was able
to find a small amount to use in the floor. The
entire Hungarian stone pallet was fabricated
for 1/16 inch joints and fully dry set to ensure uniform color range and precise alignment. Most of the carving was done by hand,
including all 24-carat gold leaf lettering, the
altar rosette, and three bas-reliefs depicting the
baptism of Saint Stephen, Saint Stephen presenting the Crown Jewels, and the Hungarian
Coat of Arms. The focal point—the Hungarian
Madonna—was also made by hand, using

MIA+BSI Member Company
Rugo Stone, LLC

Lorton, Virginia
General Contractor
Stone Supplier and Installer

Other Project
Team Members
Basilica of the National Shrine
of the Immaculate Conception
Client

Anthony J. Segreti, AIA
Architect

Rambusch
Decorating Company
Liturgical Designer

Stone
Sutto Hungarian Limestone
Royal Hungarian Red Marble
Siklos Green Marble
Botticino Classico Marble
––––––––
“The attention to detail and
marrying of design and craft
is inspiring to see executed as a
current project in Washington DC.”
“Nice to see workmanship done by
human hands and not machines.”

Venetian glass mosaic installed on
Portland cement-based substrate. The
antique oak wood beams were challenging to source, and their installation required structural steel work
along with support walls masonry.
Rugo Stone thoroughly supervised
and mentored the Hungarian fabricator on an extremely complex design.
This very complex project is an example of old world craftsmanship
and artistic execution.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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NOW there are TWO Stone Pro Coring Vacuum Templates
No dust or mess to clean up. Just
attach a shop vac and you’re set!

Install for the Truck
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Install for the Shop

1
Simply attach a shop vac hose in place.

2
Position the Coring Vacuum Template.

This template tool was
developed to make coring holes
in the shop or at a customer’s
home much easier. The Coring
Vacuum Template is easy to
operate and works with most
commonly used core bits on
stone or marble.

Reduce the risk of core bit movement
and ruined tops – save money on
installs and reduce clean up time!

3
Drill completely through using the template guide.
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4
A perfect hole is drilled, leaving no mess to clean up.

www.braxton-bragg.com

Attaching a wet shop vac to the
back provides the necessary
suction for the template to lock
securely in place on the stone
surface and evacuate the water
and slurry produced while wet
coring. Connect the shop version
to a standard 1/4” NPT air fitting.

Item #

Description

55049
55400

As Seen at

StonExpo 2017

MADE IN THE USA

MSRP

OUR Price

Stone Pro Coring Vacuum Template

$352.95

$229.95

Stone Pro Coring Vacuum Template Shop Version

$352.95

$229.95

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop braxton-bragg.com for the Stone Pro Coring Vacuum Template

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Braxton-Bragg Now Carries

ItalDiamant

Dekton

Dekton Large Blades

Item # Description

Price

55802

ItalDiamant Dekton Core Bit, 1-3/8” (35mm)

$105.95

55803

ItalDiamant Dekton Blade, 5”, 20mm, 3,000 RPM

55804
					

ItalDiamant Dekton CNC Core Bit, 1/2 Gas, 1-3/8” (35mm)
1,900 RPM Max, Feed Rate: 1” to 1-1/2” per minute

$105.95

55805
					

ItalDiamant Dekton Finger Bit, 1-3/8” (35mm),
4,100 RPM Max, Feed Rate: 9” to 10” per minute

$145.95

55906
				

ItalDiamant Dekton Blade, 14”, 10mm (H), 50/60mm
1,900-2,500 RPM Max

$213.95

55907
				

ItalDiamant Dekton Blade, 16”, 10mm (H), 50/60mm
1,700-2,300 RPM Max

$259.95

55909
				

ItalDiamant Dekton Blade, 18”, 10mm (H), 50/60mm Bushing
1,400-2,000 RPM Max

$368.95

$68.95

How Are Trends Built?
Continued from page 18

Understanding that some stone
and tile fabricators are the trendsetters and some are following
along with the trends, either way
it can be challenging to have access to the tools needed at an affordable price. Manufacturers of
tools are trendsetters too.
Ben Harris, owner at AccuGlide
Saws explained the market trend
perspective as a manufacturer of
tools and supplies. I asked Ben,
“How do you anticipate new
trends and apply them to the marketplace needs with the products
you sell?”
Ben said, “For us it’s phone
conversations with fabricators,
in person, conversations at trade
shows, and trade journal articles.
These all help build a picture of
what’s current and what trends are
soon to hit. We’ve found the most
important conversations come
from fabricators in metropolitan
regions who tend to lead with
material selection and a desire to
keep up with designers and architects. As a machine manufacturer,
knowing early is key in developing tooling, machine improvements or new machines to help

who are focused on commercial
work are definitely exposed to
new trends first. A fabricator that
generates the majority of their
business in the residential market
will want to keep a close eye on
what is being offered in the commercial market and not be hesitant to offer their clients similar
options. A past example of this
would be the mitered edge detail
as well as a variety of Quartz and
Sintered Porcelain surfaces — all
built traction in the commercial
market first. Nothing is worse
than a client coming into your
showroom and requesting a specific edge detail or material, and
you have no idea what they are
looking for or how to meet their
request.
“From a tool standpoint, we are
very hands-on when it comes to a
company calling in with a need.
The faster we can develop and test
for a new application, the lower
the machine or tooling cost will
eventually be to our customers
down the line.”
We can learn a lot about what
trends the early adopters embrace—what need are these trends
filling, and what will the demand

Dekton 5˝ Blade

Dekton CNC Core Bit

!
W
E
N
Dekton Core Bit

Dekton Finger Bit

Fax 800-915-5501

www.braxton-bragg.com

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before
5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for ItalDiamant Dekton tools

New 3D tile trend by Ann Sacks: “Context Pillowed.”
Backsplash Installation by Humblestone. Location: Metro West
Boston, Massachusetts. Builder: Morrell Construction Inc.

customers embrace new trends,
rather than shy away from them.”
I asked Ben, “I understand you
see clients that specialize in urban
and commercial applications and
materials adapting the trends first.
How do you see it trickling down
to more residential stone and tile
providers in time? In this process,
do tools and supplies become
more affordable to meet the demand of new trends and more attainable by smaller stone and tile
businesses?”
Ben responded, “Our customers

create for new potential revenue
streams. It is very exciting to see
how the trend market position affects the push and the pull market
positions. We will discuss this in
more detail in June. Have a great
month!
Michele Farry co-owns
Humblestone and is passionate
about entrepreneurship and small
business growth. Michele has received awards for her work with
profit-based and non-profit charity organizations.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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SS Numbers of Ohio
Inmates Given to
Identity Thief

I recently purchased several 15-inch I-Braces to
support the granite overhang on my kitchen island.
They worked absolutely perfect! I weigh 250 lbs and
was able to hang from them to demonstrate how 		
strong they are (although I don’t recommend any		
one doing that). For $15.00 each, they were a steal.

T

he Ohio Prisons System
announced that it has “accidentally released about 2,000
prisoners’ Social Security
numbers,” as part of a records
request made by a convicted
identity thief.

The information was included on a list of inmates
at Chillicothe Correctional
Institution provided to an
ex-offender who regularly requests inmate rosters.
The Mansfield News Journal
reports 43-year-old Lonny
Bristow turned the information over to the newspaper, a
day after receiving the records.
Bristow’s past convictions
include credit card scams,
some of them committed while
he was already in prison serving previous sentences.
Bristow says that it’s “ironic”
that the prisons system turned
the information over to him
but that he didn’t plan to use it,
because he has “reformed, and
his criminal life is over.” That
begs the question: why ask for
it in the first place?
Prisons spokeswoman
JoEllen Smith says that the
Ohio prisons system is looking into identity theft monitoring services for the affected
inmates – just in case. Who
thinks that will be a great use
of taxpayer money?

				 Corbels are a thing of the past!
			
– Thanks!
				
Stephen Waldeck

Three I-Braces were used to support this 30˝ × 96˝ island install.

WARNING: The Original I-Brace is ONLY Available

from Braxton-Bragg

The other suppliers are selling knock-offs!

IT

was bound to happen. Success breeds knock-offs! Hard
work and creative thought is needed to create a product—
not so much to make a look-alike copy.

But—as we know, not all copies are as good as the original!
The Original I-Brace has been real-world tested in thousands of
kitchens. The design was analyzed, refined, computer modeled,
and tested by highly trained university engineers. It is made in
America with American steel by a billion dollar company. The
Original I-Brace is protected with a three step anti-corrosion enameling process to prevent rust and possible staining of the granite.
There are no sharp edges to catch on clothing or harm toddlers.

The Original I-Brace is exclusively available at Braxton-Bragg.
Bytheway,don’tassumethataknock-offischeaper!AtBraxton-Braggyou
always get the best for less!
Don’t risk your reputation on a copy! Get the Original I-Brace at
Braxton-Bragg today. Gain peace of mind and the satisfaction of
knowing that you won’t have a call back.
You’ll be glad you did.

Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

12458

The Original I-Brace Countertop Support, 13˝ Long x 2-1/2˝ Wide, 3/16˝

$16.95

$10.99

12460

The Original I-Brace XL Countertop Support, 20˝ x 2-1/2˝, 3/16˝ Thick

$22.95

$12.99

12461

The Original L-Brace Upper Bar Support, 10˝ x 2-1/2˝ Thick

$23.95

$14.99

12462

The Original L-Brace Upper Bar Support, 15˝ x 2-1/2˝ Thick

$29.95

$16.99

12464

The Original Upper Brace Upper Bar Support, 10˝ x 2-1/2˝, 1/4˝ Thick

$17.95

$10.99

12465

The Original Upper Brace Upper Bar Support, 15˝ x 2-1/2˝, 1/4˝ Thick

$22.95

$12.99

Typical breakfast bar islands use 2–4 braces per side.
Centers should be spaced every 18-24˝.

www.braxton-bragg.com

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 pm Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

“How many legs
does a dog have if
you call the tail a
leg? Four. Calling
a tail a leg doesn’t
make it a leg.”
– Abraham Lincoln

Mom Live-Streams 10-Year-Old
Son Driving Around Town

A

Connecticut woman who
is accused of letting her
10-year-old son drive her car on
public roads and streaming it on
Facebook Live has been charged
in Criminal Court.
Monroe resident Lisa Nussbaum
was charged with risk of injury or

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the original I-Brace

impairing morals of a minor. She
was initially released on a promise to appear in Superior Court in
Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Police say Nussbaum was arrested after several residents
complained to officers of a
live-streaming video on Facebook
showing a child driving a car.

www.clipart.com

“You could see the houses passing
by in the background as you were
watching the video,” Capt. Keith
White of the Monroe Police said.

Police say officers determined
Nussbaum was recording her
son drive the car on public roads
throughout the town, and the
video was taken from the passenger seat of Nussbaum’s vehicle.
“Everybody is watching, people
are reporting what they see on social media sites,” said Capt. Keith
White of the Monroe Police.
The Connecticut Post reports
Nussbaum hinted there may be
more to the story.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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A Moment in Time

Continued from page 20
Juparana Delicatus. Photo courtesy of M S International

For the next stop in our geologic tour, check out Delicatus
White. This granite is remarkable
because of its huge mineral crystals, which form a striking, geometric pattern. It looks similar to
a regular granite like Barcelona or
Bianco Crystal except for the fact
that each mineral is extra large. So
what does that tell us about how it
formed?
Delicatus was borne from liquid
magma, which makes it an igneous rock. Magma can erupt out of
a volcano, or it can just hang out
underground and cool slowly over
time. That’s what happened in this
case. But there’s one extra twist.

This magma had water mixed
in it. This can happen along the
edges of a big magma chamber,
or in isolated pockets where water
can circulate. Water in magma
has a particular effect. It’s like
that well-connected friend at a
cocktail party. She knows just
who would like to talk to whom,
so she moves around the room
introducing key people to one
another. Those key people may
well have met after all, but it
would have taken more time for
them to come across each other.
But thanks to the well-connected
friend, networking happens faster.
In the case of magma, the water
circulates ions through the magma
chamber, helping them connect
with other ions that they can bond
with. The crystals form more easily, and so they form faster and
get bigger. Rocks like this are
called pegmatites, and geologists
love them because they offer unusual examples of huge crystals.
The largest known crystal from a
pegmatite was 42 feet long!
As a geologist, people often ask
me what my favorite rock is. Well,

S lippery R ock G azette
Waterfall Green is one exotic, spectacular stone that clearly
reveals its geologic past. This full slab shows how much the
embedded quartzite pebbles have been stretched.

“When eagles are silent,
parrots begin to chatter.”
— Winston S. Churchill
and squeezed. The metamorphic
action that compressed the rock
also turned some of the black clay
into a green mineral called chlorite. The result is a fluid-looking mixture of white pebbles in
a green and gray background. If
I had this rock in my house I’d
have to tell every visitor how it
came to be. And that, after all, is
half the fun of using natural stone.
Every piece has a story to share.

that’s an unfair question because
it’s like asking a mother which is
her favorite child. But I admit that
I involuntarily stop and swoon
every time I see Tropical Fashion
(also sometimes called Verde
Fashion or Waterfall Green). This
rock is called a stretched pebble
conglomerate.
It began life as a pile of pebbles and cobbles, perhaps on
a shoreline or in a streambed.
The pebbles are made of white
quartzite and they are suspended

in dark-colored clay that washed
in along with the cobbles. All
of those events would make the
fairly typical sedimentary rock
called conglomerate.
But this rock wasn’t quite
through yet. It went through one
more step in its formation when
it was buried deeply, heated, and
compressed. The compression
squished the formerly-round pebbles into long oval shapes. When
you look at the rock, you can
clearly see that it’s been stretched

Karin Kirk is a geologist and
science educator with over twenty years of experience. She has
taught college level geology,
online courses and organized
field trips. She currently works
as a freelance science writer and
education consultant. She quotes,
“I am passionate about geology
and quite simply, I love rocks
and love to teach.” She brings
with her a different perspective
to the stone industry. Karin most
recently presented a program at
TISE 2017.

Stone Shield™
Enhancer & Sealer

MADE IN THE USA

Now You Can Match the Edge to
the Surface of Resined Stone.
Stone Shield Enhancer & Sealer brings out a deep, rich color
in stone. Use it to get that wet-effect look for indoor and outdoor applications. Apply it on polished, flamed, rough or
sanded surfaces. Works well to disguise small scratches on
surfaces. It seals surfaces against oil and water.

•Enhances the natural look of granite, marble and travertines
•UV stable - Does not change color when exposed to the sun
•Offers a wet look indoors and outdoors
Why pay $66.25 for Ager at GranQuartz?

Save $16.30 at Braxton-Bragg!
www.braxton-bragg.com

•Works as a stone color enhancer and a high quality sealer
Item #

Description

MSRP

OUR Price

46407

Stone Shield™ Color Enhancer & Sealer, 1 Quart

$59.95

$49.95

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Shield Enhance and Sealer

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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The Most Advanced Wet Polishing System Since... EVER!
As Seen At

The 2017 StonExpo
A true state-of-the-art engineered and
manufactured, labor-reducing pad is
finally available for Granite, Marble
and Quartz polishing.
Elipse 6-Step Wet Polishing Pads combine TrifectaMate™
Pad Technology with the genius of one of the stone industry’s
finest minds, Barry Brandt, and the efficiency of elliptical
patterned orbital polishing backer pad. This really does put a
new spin on how you polish stone.
This breakthrough combination allows you to harness the
power of elliptical motion without losing the center water
feed vital for stone polishing. The result is a nearly perfect
polish with less physical pressure and less manipulation of
the hand-held polisher.
In other words, you get a better polish with less effort
from your polishing craftsman (50-80% less human energy
needed). The combination of cutting edge engineering, manufacturing and labor reduction is the reason we can confidently
say you’ll save up to $2 per foot on your production costs.
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Item # Description

MSRP OUR Price

		
4-1/4˝ Elipse Wet Polishing Pads Hook & Loop-Backed
®

Call Andrew Geronimo
toll free at 800-575-4401
to place your order.

www.braxton-bragg.com

22509

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 1, Red

$41.95

$24.95

22510

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 2, Yellow

$41.95

$24.95

22511

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 3, Blue

$41.95

$24.95

22512

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 4, Green

$41.95

$24.95

22513

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 5, Orange

$41.95

$24.95

22514

Elipse 6-Step Granite Wet Pad, Step 6, Pink

$41.95

$24.95

22507

Elipse Aluminum Oscillating Back-Up Pad

$49.95

$29.95

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop braxton-bragg.com for the New Elipse 6-step Polishing System

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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Dead Shark
Discovered in FL
Wal-Mart Parking Lot

K-Bond Coloring Kit, 10 Colors, 2 oz.

A

uthorities are baffled how
a 5-foot-long dead shark
ended up in the parking lot of a
northeast Florida Wal-Mart. The
shark was discovered just days
before another dead shark was
found nearby.
The St. Augustine Record reports St. Johns County Sheriff’s
deputies were called to the store
parking lot last week after the
shark was found in a shopping
cart.
Deputies talked to the owner of
an RV parked nearby and learned
that the RV owner had woken to
find the shark on his vehicle’s
hood. The owner said he then put
it in the cart.
The sheriff’s office says days
later they were called to a driveway in Vilano Beach and found
another dead shark.
The deputies called in the
Florida Fish and Wildlife
Commission to dispose of the
sharks.

Item #

4357

59.97

$
MADE IN THE USA

Easy to Color

Compatible with all major adhesive color mixes including K-Bond
Granite Color Pigments — what could be easier?

MADE IN THE USA

Why is Stone Shield Knife Grade
Our Best Selling Adhesive?

Adhesive Spreaders
& Stirring Sticks

Stone Shield ™ Transparent Can Save You Money!

How can glue save you money? Stone Shield™ Transparent Knife Grade is high
quality polyester adhesive, made in America and offered at a great price.
Consistent Performance

Smooth consistency makes this a good choice for a wide variety of applications. Can
after can, you know what you’re getting; it’s never a surprise. Consistent work time,
consistent strength, consistency that you can count on.
Universal Application

Since it’s compatible with granite, marble, travertine and quartz, Stone Shield’s
strong bond and fast hardening time is ideal for seams, patching or repairing. This is
the only can of adhesive you’ll ever need!

Item #

4800A

9.74

$

4–6 minutes of working time
Polishable in 30-60 minutes
Transparent formulation is easy to color-match

An unofficial spokesman for the
sheriff’s department stated “there
is absolutely no evidence” that the
sharks fell from the sky as a result
of strong (tornado-force) winds.”

“People who have
time on their hands
will inevitably waste
the time of people
who have work to do.”
– Thomas Sowell

19.95

$

Item #

9100
MADE IN THE USA

3.74

$

Razor Blades

Item # Description

MSRP

OUR Price

46404

Stone Shield™ Transparent Knife Grade, Quart

$15.95

$12.95

46405

Stone Shield™ Transparent Knife Grade, Gallon

$48.95

$43.95

46406

Stone Shield™ Transparent Knife Grade, 5 Gallons

$195.95

$169.95

www.braxton-bragg.com

Item #

4802

$ 26

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.

Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Shield Adhesives

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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New & Improved? YES!
The New Super Premium Talon
Turbo Blades Are Here!
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Polishing is the most time intensive
part of your fabrication process, right?

IM

So wouldn’t it be incredible if you
could start that process with a
smoother cut, before you ever break
out the polishing pads?
Well, the new Talon Super Premium
Turbo Blade cuts faster, with a much
smoother edge compared to other
Turbo blades.
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Let’s sum it up:
•Unique 10mm Segment
•These new blades cut faster
•Much less chipping
•Dry or wet use
•Blades last much longer than other turbo blades
out there

There are two reasons why we’re willing to
go on record and say this is the best turbo
blade on the market today:
1. No other Turbo blade has a 10mm segment like
this Super Premium Turbo Blade, and that means
more diamonds cutting for a faster, smoother cut.
2. We’ve tested the rest and found them all wishing
they were the Talon Super Premium Turbo Blade.

www.braxton-bragg.com

Add a couple (or more) to your cart now. You’re going to
love the way they cut. We guarantee it.
Item # Description

OUR Price

10030

Talon Turbo Diamond Dry Granite Blade, 5”, 5/8” with Quad Holes, 12,000 RPM Max.

$34.95

10010

Talon Turbo Diamond Dry Granite Blade, 6”, 5/8” with Quad Holes, 10,185 RPM Max.

$39.95

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Super Premium Talon Turbo blade

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news
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4100 A ppalachian W ay
K noxville , TN 37918

Stone Pro’s Seam Machine
Like Seams Never Even Happened
If you want flawless, tight, nearly invisible seams,
then Stone Pro’s Seam Machine is your tool...

This tool is not some pieced-together toy full of plastic parts.
PLUS... the Seam Machine has
been fully tested and proven in the
field so you know you can trust it for
your next install.
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Take one look at the picture and
you can see the Seam Machine is
engineered and designed for the
stone industry by stone industry
pros at Stone Pro.

www.braxton-bragg.com

MADE IN THE USA

Item # Description
55800
		

Stone Pro Seam Machine
Notice: Sold individually, not as a set.

MSRP

OUR Price

$1,135.00

$795.00

Fax 800-915-5501

Order online or call 1-800-575-4401 before 5:45 p.m. Eastern for Same Day Shipping.
Shop www.braxton-bragg.com for the Stone Pro Seam Machine

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for more Stone & Tile industry news

